MELVYN ACKERMAN
10 September 2012
I started Carmel in 1960 as a 13yr old, fanatical Spurs supporter, at a time they were soon
to become the double winners.
One Shabbat in the winter of 1961/62 I was strolling the grounds when Kopul who
obviously knew he was seriously ill at the time, came up to me and said “Hi Young Ackie”( My
older brother Laurence was at the school at the time), and then said “if I were to make you
principal of Carmel for a day what changes would you make?”It was a no-brainer. Spurs were
playing in the European cup and a few sixth-formers were going on an excursion to London for
the next Spurs game against I think Dukla Prague. So I responded “well sir, I think all Spurs
supporters should be allowed to go to London on the coach to see Spurs play their European cup
game” He laughed and said “I can’t let the whole school go but you can”. For a week or two I
was the talk of the school and did get to go to the match
He also caned me for playing with a football on Shabbat afternoon
****************************
NEIL ALTON
4 July 2012
Like the Jewish joke, I came from somewhere worse. The infamous Aryeh House School (aka
Jewish borstal) in Hove. After a Jewish summer camp at the even more infamous Whittingham College in

Brighton. I must have upset someone as a kid.
Aryeh was up the road from where we’d just moved to, from London. So up the road I
duly went, mercifully only as a day boy. I found myself in schoolboy hell. If it were a prison
today, they’d close it for excessive abuse. A recent reunion attended with Jonathan Isserlin, my
AHS, Carmel and lifetime soul mate, and his dear wife, involved Old Boys cheerfully outdoing
each other with their traumas. Being shipped off to open countryside with a gentle name,
‘Mongewell Park’ as a boarder, while still alive, sounded Heaven. Little did I know.
My interview aged 8 with Kopul comprised an enormous terrifying man booming mental
arithmetic and general knowledge questions at me from the depths of his beard, in his darkened
study. It was like something out of The Rocky Horror Show, though definitely not camp. I hadn’t
a clue, and got accepted on the spot. More to do with small Jewish tuchases on seats than any
identified potential in me. That study did it. Fear and dread time there, always.
It turned out I was not suited to boarding. My dad was strict-ish. Somehow I was
frightened to be wrong, and get told off. This made me a right goody-goody to my new-found
companions. Worse, I outgrew my physical strength. Yours Truly suddenly found himself too
tall and too thin. I resembled a gangly scarecrow. Alton was charmingly nicknamed
‘Woodentop’, after a kids TV puppet show of stupid stringy dolls. Not happy!
However the incredibly humane Mendel Bloch & Alex Tobias, geniuses in Judaism and
wonderful with mini-students, our bosses of the prep school, together with some increasingly

kind little mates, kept it together. On Paddington Station, nearby parents were nice to my
parents. The Paradises made it a social occasion.
Kopul continued to terrify me on his rare appearances. As did certain ‘senior’ i.e. bigger
boys, who specialised in Chinese burns, knuckle-punches, and name-calling. I could name some
names myself now. But they’re probably human rights campaigners for all I know. Carmel
moves in mysterious ways. At the time I thought ‘You wait’.
Along came the Cadets, with big rifles, crawling along the Ha-Ha in uniform, which I
joined and had some fun at last. Then PT became do-able. The ever-tolerant Charlie Marshall
ignored our mimicry, to become my inspiration, and mentor when rowing started. Other staff
seemed more and more approachable. All those who other contributors have mentioned. Not to
mention, matrons bless ‘em, laundry ladies, and kitchen staff whose strategy for side-stepping
our Great Piltchards Revolt was dishing up extra cholent. Thus teaching me ‘Be careful what you
wish for’. Plus for me, amongst many masters and mistresses:- Sydney and Miriam Leperer who
later educated me in pipe-smoking and cheesecake-making respectively on the QT; Doc
Friedman who coloured history and life unforgettably; Jackie Epstein the nicest multi-talented
gent and listener possible; and the national oarsman from Wallingford Ted Field, who combined
with Charles to transform my confidence and spindly body.
So it was that I formed lifelong friendships with my closest of multiplying schoolmates.
My torturers got their own medicine back in spades and left our gang well alone. As an
acknowledged swot my academic side developed. Welcome Madame, the inestimable Mrs
Whitfield with deep blue eyes alternately sweet and steely; Michael Lawrence Poster with
private maths coaching and corpulent bearing; the joyous Sephardi guys of strange names and
hypnotic Hebrew melodies; Josh Gabbay with whom I endlessly debated rugby v footie; the Old
Boys Messrs Pearl, Harris et al, never without a smile and kind word for the inmates; the
provincials from Glasgow, Manchester, Leeds, St Annes, Birmingham etc, with their accents and
instant northern - midlands warmth; the global population from places I’d either never heard of
or certainly never met any locals from; Londoners offering exciting stopovers in the hols; and
Anthony Oberman the Head Boy from Hove encouraging me always.
A special word on Josh and football. He was mesmerising on the field. Constantly
scanning the pitch and instructing, while executing his own brand of ball control wizardry. My
home football team was 3rd Division Brighton & Hove Albion. I felt Josh could out-dribble any
of them. He obviously loved the sport. So I loved 'playing up' rugby to him as a superior game,
which I relished on holidays tv. The Northern lads could talk League v. Union rugby. As a
Southerner, I only had broad comparisons for the Josh Exchange. We'd banter over ballhandling, rugger catching and passing, positioning, athleticism, upper body strength, all rugby's
distinct hallmarks. Nothing phased, Josh would counter with equivalent footie skills. To great
effect, as he had them in abundance. I treasured those moments. When Josh was receptive to my
cautious teasing, he was kind, smiling, interested, understanding, and another encouraging
influence. The opposite to his public face of strict disciplinarian.

Memorable off-beat facilities at the time included the dining room corridor, scene of
orderly chaos, offering undrinkable but desperately welcome cocoa; tennis courts with dips
which could win you a point if you hit them; pre-fab classrooms staying above the annual river
floods submerging the rest of the grounds; the wartime pill-box for fags; and finally, a Boat
House. Later even boats.
The Wallingford lads and their families were huge laughs. We joked with them over our
respective religions. We were loyal to each other through thin and thinner. They tempted us
down to their Wallingford ‘Chicken-in-the-Basket’ for forbidden fruits - birds of both types. It
all provided an excellent basis for life. The ghosts of the Old Churchyard and my early days
seemed laid.
There remained the Kopul problem. He seemed unable to temper his temper to me. David
Stamler was the opposite, lovely man. Jeremy R. was permanently flashing me grins. He still
does, electronically, when I email a reaction to one of his wonderful weekly diatribe-blogs. ‘It
must be my manner with the Old Man’, I believed. So in the end I spoke up to Bella, when she
asked me again why I was quiet and looking angry or miserable.
Within a week that was it, sorted! The power behind the throne must have had a word.
Kopul became warm, chatty, lightly teasing, occasional arm round the shoulder, even asking me
my opinions, for my sake not for his. He finally made clear he was publicly for me, while
privately paternal. My school life was complete. We still had our differences, but as adults,
together. He infused Jewishness in me at last. Not just ritual, though its importance was
explained. Jewish history, values, significance, and the point of it all. Way beyond Sunday
School back in Hove. Borne out by his towering presence and personality. A complex man, our
Leader. Awesome, literally. Magnetic, undoubtedly. Yet kindly and concerned underneath.
Perhaps when guided by someone close to him about his adverse side. Or not stressed out of his
mind with admin and paying the bills.
Therefore a bit of a shocker, when the 1st Eight departed to compete in the Head of the
River Race in London, after I got the mother and father of pep talks from Himself ill in bed.
During the race we experienced an out-of-body calmness, throughout a mad threshing row. We
finished incredibly well, 24th I think out of hundreds, after 67th the previous year. I was deputed
to phone him with the brilliant news. Only to be told he’d passed away in the middle of it!
Hardened seniors that we thought we were, we felt he’d been with us all the way, and that he
already knew.
That set me up for life. I came to believe in happenings not fully explainable by
coincidence. Enough of those have happened to me since. Also belief in the Jewish experience, if
not 100% of the ritual. Thanks to Carmel, Bella and Kopul, the extraordinary staff, pals of all
shades, with first among equals, Jonathan Isserlin, Jeffrey Gandz and Robert Eisdorfer (the Three
Musketeers to me, not that I’m D’Artagnan!), along with Jewish - English education in the
round, I became the grown-up me.
Throughout my career, as in-house lawyer to corporates, banks, government and the UK
financial services regulator, including four recent years in Germany being very British - Jewish,

I’ve always tried to be amongst other things:- an up-front Jew (often to my cost), humorous
where helpful (ditto but worth a try), very sociable and understanding with absolutely all sorts,
critical when necessary, criticised frequently (so learnt from it), aggressive at times, and
apparently the opposite at other times. Without the Carmel mix, this would never have been my
mix. I might have turned out better, whatever that is, from a posher school. But no way broader.
To conclude. It’s a family joke that I can’t go anywhere without bumping into an Old
Carmeli. My daughter’s Ivrit name is Bella. Her daughter’s name is Isabella. I have the book on
Kopul in pride of place on my bookshelf, alongside my Zemirot Book and a framed photograph
of him. My Carmel blazer and colours blazer, boater, tie and community service badge with the
school crest, form the Holy of Holies in my wardrobe. So it can’t have been too bad in the end.
PS. A selective kaleidoscope of random recollections, in case I’ve been too autobiographical.
With apologies to those who have already mentioned these, recall them differently, or who I omit
(though you may be grateful): Joe Mayer chucking the javelin and narrowly missing us.
 Us chucking dry ice coke-bottle bombs out over the river & watching them explode - can
you imagine nowadays.
 Learning to swim by - being chucked in!
 Weekly organised letter-writing home or to relatives, sad (‘Why am I here?’) but brave
(‘I’ll stay till the end of term’).
 Chasing the cows round their field till they passed steaming opinions.
 Short-cutting the cross-country run and acting a finish ‘out of breath’. Or going the
distance with the help of extra glucose, sweets from the shop in North Stoke en route.
 Danny Bernstein & co-conspirators nipping out through our study window for ciggies on
the balcony.
 Those heroes who smoked theirs behind the cricket pavilion and burned it down. ‘What
big hoses those firemen have got, sir!’
 Fluffing my solo in a Speech Day choir recital and winding Kopul up to bursting.
 Dudley Cohen putting up with our choir rehearsals’ alternative versions and learning
something, then reciprocating with some fabulous records (remember records?) to make
me adore music.
 Shif turning a few old books into a legendary library and starting my love affair for life
with reading.
 Showing prospective pupils’ parents round the school, telling the odd tall story and
watching their faces change.
 One dad driving his family down in a Rolls to be shown round, getting his son accepted,
and driving them home - to replace the Roller back in his 2nd hand car showroom.
 Checking out everyone’s sisters.
 Getting to ‘know’ the Beetle & Wedge and other river pubs.
























Beating Isis, the Oxford 2nd eight, over a short training sprint, with a cheat start before
they were ready. Their illustrious coach Jumbo Edwards was furious with us, then nearly
fell out of his launch laughing.
The Dwek colony, so diverse, yet so engaging. Later I met Eddie on holiday, by a Greek
sacrificial slab. Inevitable Carmel comparisons with it followed, as if no gap in years.
Eddie Nathan sprinting but never out of sight, as a ginger-nut.
Messrs Zissman, Isserlin and Book at the crease, showing visiting schools how it should
be done.
Young Eisdorfer at the chess board with our team, showing Eton likewise. We visited
Eton together recently, saw the scene of the crime, and I thought ‘How many tourists
here can say, we beat their best at chess’.
Dr Gray, making a dissected frog’s legs leap, to our horror and fascination.
Seeing how really to create a school magazine, courtesy of fellow-editors Batiste, Gold,
Hajdu and Robson, Carmel’s true literary talent.
Us wannabe rowers on the football field, getting balled out by You-Know-Who.
Dr Schmidt’s career advice:- teach first, then go into industry or the professions later. He
was right. My father’s, to follow him asap into his solicitor’s practice which I did, was
wrong.
My Dining Room table, the Brighton Brigade of Pantos and Singers, real pals despite
their surnames sounding like Xmas season at Brighton Theatre, and Gerry Simon
(Jo’burg Gerry, though from Cape Town I think), the fastest thing on 2 legs, especially if
there was a girl around.
As everyone remembers, singing our hearts out during Shabbat; the pragmatic Saturday
morning breakfast of cake and tea; the mystique of Havdalah; and wild goings-on for
Purim, including a pair of pants run up the flagpole – all by themselves.
Kopul’s funeral and preceding vigil in that study, shell-shock blotted out by the strain on
our muscles as pupil-pallbearers.
Driving round Britain with David Abrams in late teens, 2 6-footers in a mini, celebrating
school survival.
Driving to Carmel latterly with the Gandz’s, told we were trespassing by an angry
resident, charming her dog, being freed up to re-visit our youth, and then off to
Shillingford for tea.
To Israel for a 1st trip, with the guys in our incriminating photograph (we know who we
are) crossing the Med on the ‘Good Ship Vomiting Venus’.
Finally, learning and practising Judaism at Carmel c/o Kopul, in the most natural daily
way, even fun, eradicating any complexes or hang-ups, and leaving a residual pride,
knowledge, comfort and self-assurance, for life.

*********************************

SPENCER BATISTE
7 March 2012
On a sunny autumn day in 1953 I arrived at Mongewell Park to start my life at Carmel. I
was 8½ and I went with my brother who was only 6. We were given numbers 385 and 386
respectively. I spent more of the next ten formative years there, with my friends and teachers,
than I did at home with my parents.

My brother and I
Although we were quite different characters, Anthony and I were very close and grew up
together in a school community that in many ways substituted for our family. I do not mean by
this that our parents did not love us, but they believed it would be in our best interests. They
were immensely impressed by Kopul Rosen’s extraordinary personality and his concept of
creating an Eton for Anglo-Jewry, where growing up in a Jewish environment and learning about
one’s roots and heritage went hand in hand with the very best of secular education.

Kopul as I remember him
It was up to each individual what he made of it. But at the very least he would know and
be comfortable with where he came from, and could make an informed judgement about where
he wanted to go and the standards he would live by. Kopul was a multi-talented man who taught
by example as very few lesser men are able do. He said that “the true teacher should indicate
avenues to be explored. He should suggest ideas but not attempt to force other minds into his
own personal mould”. As the years have gone by I have grown to realise just how big an impact
he had on the person I became. On the secular side I doubt that I would have got into Cambridge
University, with everything that flowed from that, without the high quality teaching Carmel
provided; without the inspiration and self-confidence generated by Kopul that we were all
capable of realising our ambitions so long as we were really committed to working for them; and
without his stretching my horizons. I benefited enormously observing him at close quarters over
a long period of time and my interest in law and politics in later life owe a lot to the grounding I
derived from watching him.
One particular episode stands out in my mind. Some two years before his death Kopul set
up the Thirty Six Club. It was very democratic - he appointed all 36 members. I was fortunate to
be one of them. He then invited high profile speakers to come and talk about a broad range of
subjects and answer our questions. These included such political luminaries as Tony Benn,
Christopher Mayhew, Gerald Nabarro and Lord Pakenham. Jewish affairs were covered by
Leonard Stein on the Balfour Declaration, CL Stevens on the Jewish-Roman War, and Rabbi
Louis Jacobs, the enfant terrible of the rabbinate. Bishop Ambrose Reeves of South Africa told
us about apartheid and the arts were covered by Rex Harris on the origins of jazz and Robert
Speaight on Shakespeare. This club’s programme was an education in itself but what I most
remember was an occasion when a speaker let us down at the last moment and Kopul decided we
should have a debate ourselves. This was during the US election campaign between Jack
Kennedy and Richard Nixon in which Kennedy’s Catholicism was an important issue as there
had never been a Catholic president before. So our debate was to be about whether it was

appropriate. He first asked for someone to argue that it was wrong. We were all opposed to
religious discrimination and so there were no takers. So he took up the task and gave a really
convincing tour de force. So much so that, when he finished, no-one would volunteer to put the
opposite point of view. So he then proceeded to put the other side of the argument with equally
persuasive force. There were a lot of lessons to be learned from that. Obviously he demonstrated
the importance of learning to speak in public. But more important was his demonstration by
example that there were two sides to every argument and most issues are in shades of grey rather
than black and white. We had lots of opportunities to try this out for ourselves and with gusto in
the Union Society. I remember with relish those debates.

Mickey Rosen in full flow
At all events my brother and I started at Carmel in the prep school under the somewhat
quirky tutelage of Messrs Bloch and Tobias.

Prep School c1954

We were very happy and progressed onwards through the school. My brother developed
into a really good sportsman.

Hard at work in the sixth form

My brother hard at play

Kopul’s determination that we should excel in everything led him to recruiting an
extraordinary team of teachers from a variety of backgrounds who were able to bring out the best
in each of us. I benefited enormously from their dedicated commitment. I recall Dr Friedman
illuminating a lesson on 20th century history by producing the Iron Cross which he had been
awarded in the German trenches of the First World War. It didn’t protect him from the Nazis.
Suddenly history came alive. There was Mrs Whitfield who in pronouncing French dictation had
the useful ability to make her mouth reflect the direction of the respective accents. I remember,
after a chemistry lesson with Romney Coles about dry ice, a group of us decided to explore those
properties further. In all innocence we made a dry ice bomb which we located in what we
thought was a safe position and retreated to watch the results. Unfortunately Kopul chose that
moment to park nearby. The explosion was much greater than we had expected and Kopul did
not take kindly to the shrapnel damage to his car. I resolved there and then not to make my career
in the arms trade.
Nor were Kopul’s ambitions confined to academia! After a bad run of football results for
the school he recruited as our coach the legendary England and Newcastle centre forward Wor
Jackie Milburn, the uncle of Bobby and Jackie Charlton. I’m not sure Wor Jackie really grasped
the rather different ethos of Carmel. I remember him once saying to Ady Kaplan (then the school
soccer captain and a talented sportsman) that he could get him a contract to play for Newcastle,
and being rather stunned when Ady thanked him but said he wanted to be a lawyer.
Of course we Kopulonians also shared in the atmosphere of the dining room which, on
Shabbat, Kopul turned by the force of his personality into a magical bonding experience, with
communal singing – with some exceptional individual contributions, both good and bad.

The dining room
Parents would visit us on sports day and it became a great social event. My parents could
never be persuaded that we were not always on the verge of starvation and would send me
regular food parcels. On sports days they brought large picnics which we shared with our friends.
Here is a photo from sports day in June 1962.

L to R My brother, a friend, myself, Derek Zissman & Ady Kaplan
In 1961/62, I was made a sub-prefect and was asked (first with Derek Zissman and in the
next year with Ady Kaplan) to run a dormitory block for younger pupils in the senior school,
under Josh Gabay, who became a good friend. Years later I visited him in Gibratar when he was
an MP there and saw him several times in London.

The dormitory block

Josh Gabay
All these things and many others created a very close-knit community. It may be that boarding
does not come naturally to Jewish families and some boys plainly did not take to it, but for those of us
who did, our participation in Carmel life was an extraordinary and enhancing experience.
Given this, it is difficult to describe adequately the shock of Kopul’s untimely death in 1962. The
school was an extension of his huge personality. He was buried in the school grounds and his pall bearers
were pupils. I was one of them. There was an eerie footnote when I heard someone behind me talking and
thought for a moment that Kopul had risen from the grave. But it was his brother with a very similar
voice.
**********************************

MOSHE BENAIM
13 February 2013
I was born in Gibraltar in September 1938 but I spent my early life in Tetuan, a town
which was part of Spanish Morocco until Morocco became independent in 1958. My primary

school was the Alliance Française Israélite in Tetuan where classes were held in French and
included some tuition in Hebrew. Living in Tetuan where we spoke Spanish, all my friends then
went on to Spanish Secondary schools, but as I appeared to have a ﬂair for French, my parents
sent me to near-by Tangiers which at that time was an International town and from the ages of 12
to 16 I attended the Lycée St Aulaire in that town where I took the ﬁrst part of the French
Baccalaureat.
During the summer of 1954, my father who had many friends in Gibraltar, had heard
from the father of Solomon and Abraham Levy who had been attending the school for some
years, of the high reputation of Carmel College, and he apparently arranged to meet Rabbi Rosen
on a train somewhere in England to discuss with him the possibility of my going there. R Rosen
was doubtful that this would be a good move for me bearing in mind that I was 16 by then and
only had a very basic knowledge of English, but to his credit he agreed to accept me for a trial
period of a year. The news that I could continue my studies at Carmel was a very exciting one for
me and, although apprehensive, I took up my fatherʼs offer to send me to England and to Carmel.
My ﬁrst term at Carmel in September 1954 was a very mixed one, not least because of
my poor command of English, and I did ﬁnd some difﬁculty in communication. As an example I
sat through a whole performance of the ﬁlm Hamlet which was shown in the main Hall of the
school that term, not following a word of what Sir Lawrence Olivier or the other actors were
saying. When my father later asked me what the ﬁlm had been about I said that I thought it was
about life in a small village! Even after I had passed the O level English language exam after my
ﬁrst year at Carmel, I was still ignorant of many of the subtleties of the language. As an example
as I had passed 9 O levels in that ﬁrst year, R Rosen who had a good sense of humour
approached me one day and said that “I should pull my socks up”. I looked down at my ankles
and only later learnt what the expression meant.
R Rosen from the beginning was extremely supportive and took a great interest into how
I was progressing. I have no doubt he was the same with all the other pupils at the school. I was
made a prefect in the Lower Sixth form and he put me in charge of organising the religious
services. I was also very lucky to meet Joe Dwek who had been at the school for several years
and the fact that he spoke French made me feel very much at home. I met not only Joe but
several other boys both from England and from abroad with whom I became very friendly and it
did not take me long to feel completely at ease at the school.
Incidentally, as it was not easy to go back home during the half term holidays, Joe very
thoughtfully invited me to stay with him and his family on several occasions and he was the
main reason for my choosing Manchester University once I left Carmel.
My memories of R Rosen are all positive. He was inspirational, commanded both respect
and affection from the pupils, and his running of the school was to me exceptional. Even though
religion played a great part in the school, it was never forced onto the pupils and he was equally
at home when he was dealing with religious and spiritual matters as when he was pursuing
secular activities. I leant many traditional English songs in the choir such

as “Early one morning”, “My bonnie lies over the ocean” etc. which I still often hum to myself. I
was in the rowing team and he encouraged us all in pursuing the sport that we most enjoyed.
Often on Friday evenings, some of us would be invited to Mr Carmelʼs room where we
would have nibbles and talk about philosophical matters. Then there was the Sabbath, when
following the morning religious service we were able to relax, talk to friends in the loggia, visit
the library or on a nice day walk around the grounds. When evening came and whilst waiting for
the daylight to fade gradually from the Hall where we were all waiting to start the evening
service (Arbit), there was a feeling of expectation. Then R Rosen would start with his baritone
voice to chant the beginning of the Psalm “The lord is my shepherd, I shall not want” very, very
softly. We would then all gradually join in and build up the sound to a climax by the end of the
Psalm. The lights in the Hall would then come on and this marked the beginning of a new week
starting. I always found this to be a very spiritual experience and I wonder whether this had a
similar effect on my peers.
I also have very vivid memories of many of the teachers that I met at Carmel. To mention
the ones I remember best, for perhaps obscure reasons, there was Mr George, from whom I learnt
a great deal about Gilbert and Sullivan, if not about Physics. I tended to work alongside Joe
Dwek at his Physics lessons and he never really understood that when Joe was calling me
Moshe, he was addressing me by my ﬁrst name and not being overfriendly and calling me “Mon
cher”. (“Stop that language, Dwek!”). It was really thanks to Mr Bunneyʼs (whom we
affectionately called Bugs Bunney) two teaching terms that I managed to pass my Physics A
level. Unfortunately there was no permanent Biology teacher at the school, but the school
acquired a microscope for me and armed with the syllabus I managed to pass the exam and I
remember enjoying the study of the live organisms in a small pool on the grounds of the school
and how they changed with the seasons. Dr Friedman who taught us History was a lovely man,
always with fresh ideas “Today we are starting a new project” and whenever I met him on the
corridors, he would squeeze my cheek and utter “Kaprousk” or some similar sound. I did not
know what the term meant but I sensed it was a gesture of affection. All the teachers at the
school were friendly and approachable and throughout my stay at Carmel I never heard of any
bullying taking place.
The meals were of an acceptable standard (I loved the peanut butter treats on ?some
Thursday evenings). I remember the tuck-shop with the lady in charge asking us if we decided to
purchase a packet of crisps as to whether we wanted it “Mit or Mittout? (salt)”. I loved the
school grounds and I did a great deal of studying lying on the grass by the Thames, listening to
the beautiful bird songs and the gentle sound of the river. The sort of idyllic surroundings which
made ʻswottingʼ very difﬁcult, but I managed to get 4 A levels which helped me get a place at
Manchester University Medical school in October 1957. Do I have any bad memories of
Carmel? Not that I can recall but perhaps we only remember the good times?
I qualiﬁed in the summer of 1963, and after several junior hospital posts which took me
to Salford, Blackpool, Leeds and Newcastle, I was appointed Consultant Physician with a special
interest in Cardiology and Diabetes at Bury General Hospital in 1975. I retired in 2002

**************************
HOWARD BERWIN
8 October 2012
My first memory of Carmel was my initial interview by Kopul who asked me about the
situation in Tibet. I had read that the Dalai Lama had left his homeland and commented on the
position of the Panchen Lama-apparently my knowledge of the religious hierarchy of Tibet
passed muster.
On my arrival at Carmel as a pupil, I was allocated to the GUS block and initiated into
the regime of making my bed with hospital corners. My personal mixture of emotions at living
far from home was tempered by the buzz created by the disappearance of a fellow new pupil
from the bed opposite (name withheld) who decided that one night away from his family and
home comforts was one night too much. He returned after a few days ‘on the run’. Josh Gabbay
soon made his presence felt and would dispense swift justice using a variety of implements to
inflict sometimes cruel and unusual punishments. Notwithstanding this, I found him to be a
caring and very human man and was delighted some years later to invite him to the inauguration
of the Gibraltar Chapter of the Junior Chambers of Commerce, which my Chapter in Leeds had
helped to found.
Food-a topic never far from a Jewish teenager’s thoughts-was better than I expected,
apart from the pilchard issue. It appeared that Mr Bitner had secured a job lot of tinned pilchards,
the thought of which still turns my stomach alongside the story (true or false) that a scream from
the kitchen during one lunchtime signified that one of the kitchen staff-was it ‘Dirty Gertie’ or
‘Maria Spaghetti’ ?-had chopped or minced off part of her finger and we were asked to look out
for the detached body part. In food terms, the highlight used to be when my parents would take
me and a couple of friends to the Shillingford Bridge Hotel for tea.
Random memories:
Yehuda (Bonzo) Levine’s catchphrase: ‘Well strike me pink’, in a deep Israeli accent.
Co-founding the Sixth Form Theatre Club with Roland Joffe-honestly not just an excuse to bunk
off school.
Arthur Fisher sleeping on an outside ledge in his dorm and chasing a master around school with
a Gurkha kukri (apparently his father had served in a Gurkha regiment.
Romney Coles awarding up to 100 per cent for good academic work and an additional mark for
neatness, particularly when reproducing a diagram from his book of chemical processes.
Mr Howarth’s classified tales of the Blue Streak missile programme.
The Swiss Chalet retreat plan for 6th formers, or was it for Old Carmelis?

Shuffling out of sight line of Kopul behind the clock in the hall of the main building when
layening was given out.
Beginning a lifetime’s appreciation of art by helping ‘Shiff’ change the reproductions along the
ground floor corridor.
A trip with Henry Lesser to Paris to prepare for French exams and returning with a Marseilles
argot because the only person with whom we tried to converse for any length of time was from
that city.
The funeral of Kopul.
The night Kennedy died.
I will never forget the uplifting atmosphere of Havdalah and the tunes such as ‘hamavdil’ which
Kopul would begin in an undertone.
Nor, for that matter, will I ever forget the rousing words of the school song, last sung with gusto
by those present earlier this year in Jerusalem.
Ko Le’Chai!
***********************************
MICHAEL BHARIER
2 February 2012
My grandfather, Benjamin Anderson, a lifelong Yiddishist, socialist and religious skeptic,
heard Kopul Rosen speak before his (BA's) untimely death in 1951. He was tremendously
impressed with Kopul’s erudition, breadth of knowledge and oratory, and it was his wish and
dream that I would go to Carmel. This happened three years later in 1954, when I became pupil
No. 331!
March and April 2012
Sometime early in 1954, at the age of 11, I was brought to Carmel College for an
interview. I had no idea what to expect but it was made clear that I was very lucky to be
considered for this school. I was brought to Kopul’s study by a pleasant man with a slight
German accent, the teacher Helmut Schmidt. He told me that there would be a lot of people there
who would ask a lot of questions but that the questions would not be difficult. (How did he know
that?) I don’t remember who all those people were but I have a clear recollection of my first view
of Kopul sitting behind a large desk in his beautiful wood-panelled study. I remember that the
light reflected off his glasses so that I could not see his eyes. I found this slightly intimidating. I
was indeed grilled by those present by a barrage of questions. Later we met his wife Bella, who
was very warm, as I always found her to be later. She was distantly related to us by marriage.
So, in autumn of 1954, I was put on the school train at Paddington station. (There was a
strong flashback to that ride when I saw the Harry Potter movies! How did she know? The train

left from Paddington but to get there from Middlesbrough we had to travel first to Kings Cross.)
I remember that Roger Rudd and Julian Black were in my compartment and, since they were
“old timers”, they started telling the “new boy” what to expect at the school, some of it scary.
The train was shunted into a siding at the now defunct Wallingford station and we were taken by
Tappins coaches to Carmel. Later on, I would travel down to the school from Middlesbrough
with other pupils from northeast England, including David Saville, Mayer Cohen (Coren) and
Leslie Nussbaum. Upon arrival at Carmel we were greeted by Kopul, again with light reflecting
off his glasses.
It turned out that our class master was the same Helmut Schmidt who had brought me to
the interview. He took a special interest in our class and remained our classmaster for 3 years. I
will write more about him later. He became a lasting influence on my life.
Those first years at the school were very difficult for me. I had never lived away from
home before. I came from a rather protected home environment in the “provinces” and I lacked a
certain worldliness that many of the other pupils from London and the larger Jewish
communities possessed. I was intimidated by authority figures, including Kopul and some of the
teachers, and also some of the senior boys. I also didn’t know how to articulate these feelings so
they were very much internalized. Fortunately there were individuals who took an interest in me
and tried to make me feel more at home. These included Momy Levy and his brother Abraham,
from Gibraltar, and Mr. Schmidt. I was also introduced to the piano teacher, Charles J
Colquhoun, already an elderly man, who took over much of my musical education. He was
originally from northeast England, like myself, and liked to make me feel at home by coming up
with Geordie expressions or reminding me of the Cullercoats fisherwives .
Without question, the events that affected me the most, starting from my very first days at
Carmel, and continuing to affect me to this day, were those of Shabbat and the Jewish holidays.
There was a ruach, a spirit, on those days that transformed the whole school into a warm family,
especially at meals. Kopul had a strong, pleasant baritone voice and would lead us in singing
Kiddush, the Z’mirot and birchat hamazon. We all rapidly became familiar with the tunes,
including alternative versions of many of the z’mirot, and Kopul would often ask us which
melody we would like to use. For Y-ah Ribon he seemed to favor the “Italian” tune, a melody
that sounded quite Neapolitan. We might ask for the Yemenite tune, an oriental-sounding tune
with vocal appoggiaturas that would set us off in giggles. After seudah shlishit we would sing
Kopul’s beautiful slow melody for mizmor l’David in the darkened main lobby of the main
building. We would sing other melodies too, and sometimes just sit in silence. Then the lights
would be dimmed and Kopul would sing his distinctive chant for havdalah. His sons Mickey
A”H and Jeremy have explained elsewhere the origins of these melodies, some from Kopul’s
Yeshiva days in Mir, some from London and others from around the world. Around that time,
often in dim light, Kopul would assign the portions for the layning, the Torah reading, for the
following week. While a small number of students were very keen to do this, many of us would
try to hide or remain otherwise inconspicuous, so that he would not pick on us to do it.
Sometimes we’d be there for the High Holidays and Kopul would lead us with his powerful

presence and distinctive voice during the lengthy services then too. We, the pupils, would be
dressed up at our best on these days. I believe that the atmosphere of Shabbat and the Jewish
holidays was a major force that bound us together and imbued us with a positive sense of our
Jewish identity. Everything else followed from that. It was the personality and strength of
character of Kopul that led us in creating that atmosphere.
As was the custom in those days, we were required to make an early choice between the
arts and sciences. I was not ready to make such a choice but, under family pressure, I went into
the sciences. Despite my initial hesitation, I cannot complain about the quality of the teaching in
that area at Carmel. I received superb instruction from Romney Coles in chemistry. I still have
his book of hand drawn diagrams of industrial chemistry processes. The teaching was equally
good from Mr. Bunney (and later Dr. Howarth) in Physics. Mr. Evans brought me to such a high
level in maths that I found first year maths in university very elementary. I missed out on
advanced biology, as by then Ernest Grey had left and we were temporarily without a teacher.
Despite that, I discovered, in preparing later for medical school, that Mr. Grey had in fact given
us a very thorough grounding in that field. I also took an advanced course in biblical Hebrew
from Raphael Loewe (whose wife was called Chloe). He gave me insights into linguistics of the
Hebrew language that have remained with me ever since. He was a purist in that field and had
great concerns about changes in the modern-day usage of Hebrew in Israel. He wrote extensively
on mediaeval Jewish literature, particularly the poetry and philosophy of Ibn Gabirol and others
of that era. He lived to old age and he died last year (2011) in his 90’s.
If I have chosen to focus in these recollections of a limited number of individuals, it is
purely for limits of space. I gained enormous amounts from many others, among them Mendel
Bloch, Dr. Friedmann, David Stamler,Michael Cox, Malcolm Shifrin (“Shif”), Eric Nelson,
Hyam Maccoby, Alex Tobias, Sidney Leperer, Tim Healey, Abraham Carmel, Mr. Steinberg,
Mrs. Whitfield and so many more.
Speaking of Hyam Maccoby, he wrote a brilliant collection of songs and skits for a
musical which he called “Youth, A Revue”. It was performed twice at the school for Purim 1960.
Many of us contributed to it including Malcolm Shifrin, Dennis Mills (the art teacher –
remember him?), William Guillem, Michael Baum, David Duke, Elan Hirshfeld, Michael
Brown, Alexis Grower and Michael Davis. Among the performers were Norman Gerecht, Alan
Gold, Kenneth Kaufman, Kenneth Shenderey, Richard Lament, Anton Dell, Jeffrey Fisher, and
Hyam Maccoby himself. He asked me to write music for several of the numbers and he
contributed melodies too. There was one specific number about which he was very particular.
He brought me to his home in Marlow with the words and I spent an afternoon with him and his
wife brainstorming about the melody. My first efforts were totally unacceptable to them. It took
a while to hammer the piece into shape. What emerged was “The Abominable Snowman”, which
I sang in the revue accompanying myself on the piano while Michael Brown and Norman
Gerecht pranced about in snowman costumes on stage. I have written a large amount of music
since, much of it far more complicated and demanding, but this notorious ditty has pursued me
all over the world, wherever Old Carmelis of that era see me. Oy! Thank you Mr. Maccoby. It

is worth adding that he wrote a great deal later including a play, The Disputation, about the
“debate” between the Ramban and Pablo Christiani (a Jewish convert to Christianity) in
Barcelona in front of King Jaime I of Aragon in 1263. Much of it was drawn from the Ramban’s
own account of the event. The play achieved some success and ran for a while in New York. He
passed away in 2004.
I was awful at sports, particularly team sports. Put it down to some kind of lack of
coordination with which I was and am cursed. I was one of the kids that no one wanted on their
team. I remember Mrs. Evans making a group of younger kids watch while I served at tennis, as
an example of how not to serve. The biggest disaster was when I was asked to referee a football
match between the staff (including Kopul) and the boys. I don’t know how or why I agreed to do
it. What happened was casually summed up later by Mr. Bunney “You were asked to do the
impossible so naturally you couldn’t do it.” The one and only area in which I was able to do
fairly well was cross country running, and I would get up early each morning in the weeks before
the big run, to run the course before the school day started. Sports were important at Carmel. We
played among the houses of Alexander, Gilbert and Montefiore and we played outside schools.
Imagine my surprise, then, when I was approached by Charlie Marshall and Josh Gabbay and
asked to become the school sports secretary. They told me that they felt it was important for me
to become involved in the school’s sports programme and this is where they felt I could
contribute. My job was to contact other schools and set up a schedule of games with Carmel. I
enjoyed doing it. Some were schools we had played before but others were schools with which
we had not had contact. It worked out quite well and I am grateful for their insight and wisdom
in getting me involved.
I stayed at Carmel until 1961 then moved on to Edinburgh University to study chemistry,
having been talked out of applying to music school by Kopul and my parents.
The environs of Carmel
While Carmel was founded as an orthodox Jewish school, during the time I was there it
was located in a gorgeous, lush slice of English countryside on the banks of the River Thames, in
Mongewell Park. Mongewell (Monk’s well?) was mentioned in the Domesday Book. There was
a church dating from the 12th Century, St John’s the Baptist’s church, within the grounds just
across the lake from the main building. It was still an active church when we were there. We
could see parishioners coming there on Sunday mornings for services. There was an old mill on
the grounds, which had been partitioned into flats where some of the teachers lived, among them
Dr. Friedmann, Dr. Tobias and Mr. Cox. I remember my bar mitzvah lessons in there with Toby.
Dr, Friedmann introduced me in the mill to his rare recordings of German lieder. In the same
building I remember following Stravinsky’s full score of his Symphony of Psalms with Mr. Cox.
I also remember nashing cheese and pasta that Shif had lifted from the kitchen while listening to
some of his 20th century music collection in the attic of the mill. The prep school was located in
a newer wing attached to another old building. We would watch the bats emerge at dusk from
under the eaves of that building. One evening we counted over 300 of them before we gave up
counting. There was a bridle path along the Thames along which we would walk. It was one

route into the nearby town of Wallingford. There were a number of farms nearby, one of which
housed some school staff. My classmate, Theo Hirshfeld from Kenya, who later went on to do
ranching in Wyoming, studied farming there. One day he showed me how to milk a cow – by
hand! To get to the nearby village of North Stoke we would have to dodge cattle and their
pasture patties. The groundsmen, Ted Wetherall, Bumpus and Sansum predated the school.
Indeed they seemed as if they had been there for centuries. They spoke with a west-country
accent, very different from the London accents of most of the boys and staff. The mystery writer,
Agatha Christie, and her husband, the archeologist Sir Max Mallowen, lived nearby at
Winterbrook House in Cholsey and some of the boys said they had seen them walking through
the grounds, although I never spotted them. Above the school grounds rose the gentle, chalk
filled slopes of the Chiltern Hills. Our cross-country runs would sometimes take us up there. It
was really quite bare and relatively treeless on the top of them, which was a sharp contrast to the
lush Thames Valley immediately below. There were extensive grounds behind the main building.
Immediately behind the building were some formal gardens with a fish pond (into which we
dumped a bunch of goldfish won at a fair in Wallingford, some of which thrived and grew to
enormous size. In the same area there were tennis courts. Further back were sports fields, track,
cricket pitch and football fields. There was undeveloped and wooded countryside along the river
where we’d sometimes take walks on the long summer Shabbat afternoons. It was in this area
where we also held the notorious late night bonfire and drinking party on my last night at the
school in 1961. Apparently some of the revelers tossed some burning embers in the direction of a
crew from another school, practicing their rowing at midnight on what they thought was a quiet
river. Someone from that school phoned Kopul who hauled us all in the next morning to tell us
what he thought of that. In the winters that area would sometimes flood extensively.
The nearest town was Wallingford. At the time, Wallingford was in Berkshire, just across
the river, while Mongewell was in Oxfordshire. The county boundaries have since been changed.
Wallingford was small but of great antiquity. The piano teacher, Charles Colquhoun and his wife
Isabel, lived in Flint Cottage, the oldest house in town, now the town museum. The doorways in
Flint Cottage were very low, one had to duck to avoid banging one’s head. During the second
world war, the Colquhouns had housed some Jewish children who were evacuated from London
during the bombing. Their father had known Kopul, which is how Mr. Colquhoun ended up
being introduced to the school. There were a couple of ancient inns in Wallingford – I remember
the George . My parents would take me there for tea on visitors’ days.
There were other places of interest in the environs:
Shillingford; With the lovely Shillingford Bridge Hotel, another place my parents (and many
other parents) would take us for tea on visitors days.
Dorchester-on-Thames, a small village with a Norman Abbey, built on the site of a Saxon
cathedral.
Benson Aerodrome; We would frequently see various military aircraft fly by the school. We
were once taken there to see the Harlem Globetrotters play.

Reading: We were shown there in the Abbey one of the earliest examples of English written
music “Sumer is icumen in”.
Oxford: Quite busy and industrial despite its academic reputation. One of the thrills of my time
at Carmel was going there with Kopul and a group to hear David and Igor Oistrakh play Bach
violin concerti with the English Chamber Orchestra in the Sheldonian theatre.
The Cotswolds: Then, as now, a gorgeous hilly area with well-tended villages built from the
native Cotswold limestone, with names that resound throughout English tradition, including
Chipping Norton, Chipping Camden, Stow-on-the-Wold, Moreton-in-Marsh and, of course,
Bourton-on-the-Water, with its model village.
Henley: A pretty river town, famous for its regatta; but not only Henley. There were numerous
other attractive towns dotted up and down the Thames Valley, including Marlow, Pangbourne,
Goring and Abingdon.
Then there was London. While many of the students were from London, to many of us from the
provinces like me, the giant metropolis was novel, endlessly fascinating, overwhelming at times
and quite intimidating. We were very fortunate at Carmel in that we were taken to many
performances there. Some were fundraisers for the school, such as a performance of My Fair
Lady with Julie Andrews, Rex Harrison and Stanley Holloway. The head boy, Ian Rabinowitz, I
believe, got to present Julie Andrews with flowers, lucky stiff! We went to a performance by
Hungarian Folk dancers where we, the boys, got so carried away with enthusiasm and
synchronized applause that other audience members complained and Kopul, to his great credit,
stuck up for us. I remember a distinct feeling that night that nothing could go wrong if he was
there helping us. We heard Rigoletto, in 1958, with Joan Sutherland, at Covent Garden. In 1961,
we heard Sviatoslav Richter playing both Lizst piano concerti with the London Symphony
Orchestra under Kyril Kondrashin at the Royal Albert Hall. For an encore he played Lizst’s
Hungarian Fantasy with the orchestra. We heard I Musici playing Vivaldi. Kopul and I differed
on our tastes in Vivaldi – we exchanged words about it once! He loved Vivaldi. I was more
interested in the observation, from high up in the gods, that all of those musicians from Italy
appeared to be bald.
It was part of the Carmel experience that we were encouraged to learn about the culture
and the world around us.
Helmut Dan Schmidt
Of all the many wonderful teaching staff with whom I had contact at Carmel, the one who
had the greatest influence on me, with the possible exception of Kopul himself, was Helmut
Schmidt. He grew up in Silesia then moved to Palestine, where he worked with Richard Koebner.
During World War II he served in the British Army. Later, when Koebner moved to Britain, he
did too, and joined the staff at Carmel, while still working at Oxford. After retiring, he would
often winter with his sister in Sarasota, Florida.

I wrote the following recollections of his personality not long after leaving the school in the
1960’s:
He inspected us, from our hair to our shoes, every morning and expected us to be as
meticulously groomed as himself. In all the time I knew him, he wore only one substantial pair
of maroon shoes. These, like the man, never seemed to age. He would award us “penalty points”,
which he would inscribe in a little book, if we failed to meet his standards of dress. He became
quite attached to the class and remained in charge of us for three years. He always coloured his
geography lessons with glimpses of the history and historical personalities of the places he
discussed. He knew many languages and I remember his teaching the class about the Rossetta
stone.
He was not a religious man and he once wrote to me that he felt a lot of Jews in Europe
perished because they were sitting waiting for a miracle. He himself, he wrote, would have
perished in Poland if he had waited for God to help him. He was, however, profoundly impressed
by Israel and by the Jewish institutes of learning in the United States, where one of his sisters
lived. (His great niece, Michal, later told me about another sister in Israel, who not only was a
highly successful businesswoman there but who had been thriving and active into her 90’s.)
In my first years at Carmel, he used to ride a small Lambretta scooter. He later graduated
to a Messerschmitt car, a miniscule vehicle resembling the fuselage of a small plane without
wings (which it, in fact, was), the driver sitting in front of the passenger. To get in or out, one
had to raise the entire roof, a perspex bubble. He would undertake a journey in this car like a
flight; “Prepare for takeoff; no smoking please; fasten your seat belt”. It became a school joke to
see Mr. Schmidt and his Messerschmitt.
This is part of a letter I wrote to his niece, Carol Burger, when he passed away at the age of 84
in September 1999:
It was with great sadness that I read the announcement in the London Jewish Chronicle of
the passing of Helmut Schmidt.
I first met him early in 1954 when I was a young pupil applying for admission to Carmel
College. He brought me to my interview and encouraged me about it in a very warm way. I last
saw him in Sarasota, Florida early in 1998, when I drove down there from a meeting in Orlando
in order to spend a few hours with him. In between those times I had numerous contacts with
him, first (and always) as his pupil and student, and later as a friend.
I am not exaggerating to say that he was one of the most important influences in my life.
His broadness of interests and his clarity of thought were models that I always sought to emulate.
For my first three years at Carmel College he was my form master. I learned Geography, Hebrew
and a little German from him. I also attended the music sessions he gave at the school and
meetings of his “Horizon Society”, a group he started in order to try expand our knowledge
beyond the normal horizons of the school curriculum, mostly in the area of great thinkers of the
past. Later he would encourage me with my professional activities and an avid interest in my
music, and I would send him tapes. He sent me a tape too, last year, of a collection of recordings

of Israeli music and songs from Carmel, punctuated by his comments, always concise and to the
point.
Over the years I discovered that he had been a profound influence on many others, not
only students from the school. The late pianist, Peter Wallfisch, told me, in a very moving letter,
how he had been encouraged early in his career in Israel (or was it Mandate Palestine then?) by
Helmut Schmidt not only by his attendance at a recital but also by a very favorable press review
he wrote. Schmidt told me that he had known Peter’s wife, Anita Lasker, the cellist, when she
was just a child as her counselor at a summer camp in Germany in the pre-war years
There was always a slightly mischievous sparkle in his eyes, still present in the rather
frail old man I saw last year in Sarasota, and his conversation and letters were always sprinkled
with terse, cryptic, humorous comments. He didn’t miss a thing. In the Horizon Society, in
response to a comment from a pupil that he agreed with Spinoza’s philosophy: “I see G. has a
mediaeval mind”. Trying to bring supper to a close at the school and get the students into the
classrooms to do their prep.: “The exams have never been so close”. After I had been extolling
the beauty of the Austrian Alps: “Austria is very beautiful but have you ever met any
Austrians?”.
At our last meeting he told me more about his life, his association with the historian
Professor Koebner, his interest in the development of words as concepts in history, his years at
Carmel: “In the summers I had that whole beautiful park to myself”, and his time at Princeton,
including his meetings with the physicists there, sparking his interest in that field too. He also
told me about the difficulties US immigration had given him over his name when he came to the
US a few years ago, in that it was apparently also the name of a suspected war criminal. (He had
in fact served in the Jewish Brigade in Italy and the Middle East on the side of the Allies,
including intelligence work, I believe.). He was eventually able to demonstrate that he had been
fighting on the right side and that he was not the person they were looking for. “Do you know
how common the name Helmut Schmidt is in Germany”.
Perhaps he had a common name, but he was an uncommon person. His death leaves a
void and I shall miss him enormously.
I append some quotes from his letters to me:
The father of Schmidt’s colleague and mentor, Prof. Koebner, had been prominent in the
early days of my own field of dermatology in Breslau, leaving his name attached to a cutaneous
phenomenon still known as the Koebner phenomenon, or simply “koebnerization”. I had asked
Schmidt if his son ever spoke of him. After telling me that the family rarely spoke of their father,
he wrote:
Among past historians – in England and Israel – The “Koebner Effect” was the semantic
approach to historical consciousness through an investigation of current political terms like
“Western civilization” “Empire” “Europe” or denotions of periods like”Middle Ages” “modern”.
Upon learning that I was leaving the laboratory bench to start working with people:
I fully appreciate that tickling a spirochaete is not much fun as it cannot laugh.

From Carmel:
Winter term has started and all the funny faces are back.
The Carmel family are much as usual. The little ones give Mrs. Evans fits of indignation. Mr.
Coles dishes out the colourful liquids to his boys with serenity and Rabbi Leperer’s jokes are
always new to somebody.
Mrs. W. (the former French teacher) still occasionally visits Carmel to play bridge while we sing
“Allons marchands du marché Commun
le jour de profit est arrivé.”
or simply
“G-d save our E E C”
In 1997:
I still dream of Kopul on occasions. I don’t wonder that you still remember his singing. He had a
wonderful bass voice and was given a quick wit.
About the Middle East:
Today Jews, Christians and Muslims still live with metaphysical fantasies and ethics that
clash with the values of the world civilization of 1998. The idea of the universe being managed
by one all powerful, loving G-d may be comforting for children but most people put that faith
quickly aside as they grow up and mature. On the other hand – alas – a scientific world order
governed by reason has remained a noble vision of the 18th century and America’s founding
fathers.
In one of his last letters to me:
I spent the dark, festive season of lights reading Isaiah Berlin’s essays. I knew him quite
well and felt humbled by his knowledge of intellectual history but never knew until now how
Russian he was, how steeped in Pushkin, Tolstoy, Herzen, Akhmatova, the poet, and his friend
Pasternak. At one time he wanted him to keep the MS of Dr. Zhivago in the country, because of
the danger to his family. Fortunately Pasternak did not accept that advice.
Miscellaneous:
There are clear limits to liberalism and tolerance. Liberalism cannot tolerate the intolerant.
Clinically speaking it is FEAR that breeds hatred everywhere.
How come you had surgery? Did nature make a mistake?
With all its contradictions and social problems (America) offers many opportunities, more than
this island.
The nicest thing in the winter is………….the plane to Florida.

Helmut Schmidt in Florida, 1990’s
Reflections on Rabbi Dr. Kopul Rosen Z”L at his 50th yahrzeit:
Kopul was an imposing man of about six feet with an impressive beard. He was a superb
orator. In this I never saw anyone match him. He was in great popular demand as a speaker for
Jewish charities and could hardly fail to move an audience. He had been educated in the great
yeshivot of London and Mir, but he was also self-educated, with a broad secular knowledge. This
informed his attitude to religion and to Jewish education. He was also an avid sports fan. At a
young age he started as a pulpit rabbi but he soon realized that his real goal was to advance
Jewish education, and in 1948 he founded Carmel College.
In my mind, the most remarkable thing about Kopul was the way he assembled a school
with a staff of teachers of the most varied and remarkable backgrounds. Although the school was
based in traditional orthodox Judaism, there were Jewish teachers there of all sorts of religious
persuasions, from Haredi to atheist. Think of Rabbi Leperer and Rabbi Young. There was Dr.
Alexander Tobias, bar-mitzvah tutor to many of us, who had a mastery of the complexities of the
Jewish calendar. There was Abraham Carmel, a former Catholic priest who had converted to
Judaism and was a character unto himself. There was Helmut Schmidt, about whom I have
written separately. There was Dr. F. M. “Yoshke” Friedmann, who had been in charge of a
Southampton hostel rehabilitating displaced German Jewish youth in England. There was
Mendel Bloch, with his sing-song Welsh accent, corpulent but very enthusiastic about football,
who also had a fascination for politics. There was David Stamler, Kopul’s immediate successor,
with his in depth knowledge of Jewish history. There was Hyam Maccoby, who later became
an author and playwright of some renown. There was Dudley Cohen, composer and founder of
the Zemel Choir, who somehow managed to weld a group of us into an enthusiastic choir. They
all contributed. They were all part of the team. They were all valued. Among the secular staff
there were other remarkable individuals, from Romney Coles, senior master and chemistry
teacher par excellence, to Ernest Grey, children’s author and biology teacher. Think of Charles
Colquhoun, veteran musician, mathematician, and former pupil of Gustav Holst and Adelina de
Lara (a student of Clara Schumann). There was Charlie Marshall, our Gym teacher, who did his
best to knock sedentary types like myself into physical shape. There was Mr. Toalster, a Catholic

classicist, who taught Latin and Greek, and knew Hebrew. He wasn’t averse to studying “a little
Mishna” with students. There was also Mr. Ward, minister of a local church, who taught us
Latin, and gave religious classes to the school’s handful of Christian pupils – yes, there were
Christians there too! These are just some of the individuals that stand out in my memory.
Somehow Kopul was able to synthesize all these into a coherent educational institution.
One can quibble with the way certain individuals were, and with deficiencies in certain
programmes. With 20-20 hindsight one can see that there were personality issues with some of
the staff that may not have been tolerated today. Not all students flourished in that environment.
Kopul himself could be very moody. He didn’t suffer fools gladly and he could be rough with
timid or retiring pupils. I personally was a victim of his ire several times. He could also be, and
was, a warm father figure to countless numbers of us. I was a recipient of this too.
The student body itself was made up of people from widely disparate backgrounds,
economic and geographic. If a deserving student couldn’t afford the fees, funds were found to
ensure he could study there. Within Britain, besides drawing on the larger Jewish communities,
many students came from tiny communities, such as my own in Middlesbrough, so that we also
had the opportunity to pursue our studies in a warm Jewish environment. There were overseas
students from all over the map, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland, Finland, Switzerland, Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Yugoslavia, Israel, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Morocco, Kenya, South
Africa, Aden, Ethiopia, and the United States, to name only those places that come immediately
to mind. In this age when the phrase “no child left behind” has become a political catchphrase in
the US, it is warming to recollect how this, in its real sense, was a guiding principle at Carmel.
When one reviews where Old Carmelis have gone and what they have accomplished, it
is shiningly clear, as the emails that are pouring in at the moment demonstrate, that Kopul and
his relatively small school were able produce people of the highest calibre, who have succeeded
in all walks of life. Students came from all sorts of religious backgrounds, but at the school they
were not classified by how religious they were. We all learnt about Jewish values and attained a
database of Jewish knowledge. At some level this succeeded in enriching our lives and giving us
confidence as Jews, regardless as to how much or how little we chose to embrace the religion
later.
Kopul used to say that he hoped we would view Judaism as “more than an awareness of
anti-semitism”. He accomplished this. Carmel was Kopul’s dream and became his reality.
Some Kopul expressions:
“If it goes without saying, it goes better with saying.”
“Freud can explain it and so can I.”
“Don’t let the mob take over.”
“Of course there can be two opinions on a subject, mine and the wrong one”.
(To a student late for a session)” Here comes the late Mr. R.”
“By the bones of Bohunkus…”

“You need more oomph”
And his classic: “It sounds better in Yiddish”
15 May 2012
Music at Carmel, a personal recollection
Since I was small I was surrounded by family members obsessed with classical music and
I caught the bug early. There were never any professional musicians until a generation after
mine (a much younger cousin, Julian Anderson, has become quite a prominent composer in the
UK).
Upon arrival at Carmel I was introduced to Charles Colquhoun, the piano teacher. He
was an elderly man who had lived in Wallingford for many years. He had been a mathematics
teacher at the local high school but also had a distinguished musical pedigree. He had studied
piano with Adelina de Lara, one of the last pupils of Clara Schumann. Some of his scores were
covered with her notes and comments, which came in very useful when making decisions about
performance. She had told him about casual visits from Johannes Brahms, who would pat her on
the shoulders and praise her playing. He had also studied with Frank Merrick, a pupil of the
prominent piano pedagogue Theodore Leschetizky (himself a student of Czerny who had studied
with Beethoven). For composition he had studied with Gustav Holst. He recounted that one day
he came in and found Holst scratching his head trying to assemble a clarinet in pieces and how
he helped him put it together. From my personal perspective it turned out he had been born and
raised in northeast England, first Berwick-upon-Tweed then Newcastle, my own birthplace. He
would try to make me feel at home by using colloquial Geordie expressions and talking about the
colorful Cullercoats fisher wives. He lived with his wife and an unmarried daughter in Flint
Cottage, the oldest house in Wallingford, now the town museum. He taught generations of piano
students there and later at Carmel. During the war some Jewish children had been evacuated
from London to his home. Their father was a friend of Kopul (Dr. Lippmann, I think) and this is
how he was introduced to the school when it moved to Wallingford. His wife Isabel was also a
musician and she taught singing at the school. She was the driver in the family, in more ways
than one. She was very warm and welcoming. One cold snowy wintry night, after I had left the
school, my sister and a friend were stranded in Wallingford. They knocked on the door of Flint
Cottage, and Rose identified herself as my sister. Mrs. Colquhoun brought them in, fed them a
warm drink then drove them where they had to be nearby. CJC's piano techniques were
somewhat outdated, I did not have the patience to practice properly and he was not a
disciplinarian. Consequently my own technique did not progress very well, something with
which I still struggle. His musical tastes were firmly rooted in the three B's, Bach, Beethoven
and Brahms, with a special interest in 19th century German romantic piano, particularly
Schumann and Brahms, although he did play some Chopin. He viewed Debussy as a talented
but personally distasteful man and did acknowledge that Stravinsky had revolutionized music.
He loved the music of Elgar - "reminds me of the time when everything in the garden was
green" - but did not like the works of Vaughan Williams - "too much of the midnight oil, my

boy, if you know what I mean". Later he told me he admired the symphonies of Shostakovich
but he had little time for other 20th century music, especially the second Viennese school. His
memories were telescoped at times. One day he asked me "Isn't it sad about Enrique Granados?
He was so young." - as if it had just happened. He went on to tell me that he had drowned when
his liner was sunk by a German U-boat. This had happened in 1916. Another time he
recognized a piece I was learning for an AB exam and told me another student had done the
same piece a few years before. "Let me see if I can find that", he said. He came back with the
AB booklet a few days later, from 1929! He said another time that he felt a lot of people who
had never been to Russia spoke as if they were experts on the place. He told me he had been
there. "now when I was in St. Petersburg the people were wonderful". This was in the 1950's. It
hadn't been called St Petersburg since 1905! I may not have acquired great piano technique but
I learned a lot about music and musicianship in my lengthy talks with him. I also learned a lot
about menshlichkeit. He was a true mensch. He was about as honest and straight a man as I have
ever known. This got him into trouble one time at the school. Kopul had engaged a new
elocution teacher to try improve our diction. Colquhoun ran into her in the staff lounge. He did
not know her name. Upon finding out what she did, he said that she must surely have known a
lot of actors and actresses. She said she had. He then said (he told me) "There is one actress I
cannot abide, Fay Thompson.". The elocution teacher was Viola Thompson, Fay Thompson's
sister! He told me he tried to apologize when he found out and that she was very sweet about
it, but he was upset about his faux pas. I remained friendly with him until the end of his long
life. I last saw him at the end of 1982 with my wife and two young children when he was 99. He
still played the piano and still retained a sense of humor, even though his vision and hearing were
poor. He died at the age of 101 in 1985. The seasonal greetings cards continue to arrive to this
day from his family. His musical legacy to me is a special warmth and attachment to the music
of Schumann and Brahms.
While Charles Colquhoun ran the piano teaching at Carmel in my time, there were many
others who exposed us to good music. Kopul himself was very interested and always played
recorded music at the Monday morning school assemblies as well as at other times. For a while
he let me pick the pieces. One Monday I picked a piece by Bach that I especially loved. I didn't
pay attention to the name of the piece, Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring. As Kopul marched in, he
heard what was playing then told me to take it off immediately, giving me a wink! He enjoyed
Vivaldi and - "the Italian branch of the family" - Rossini. I associate the second movement of
Beethoven's Seventh with him to this day. Helmet Schmidt ran music sessions with records
from the library in Oxford. Malcolm Shifrin started a group called Musica Viva which was my
introduction to the wealth of 20th century music, starting with the Carls, Carl Nielsen and Carl
Orff, and extending via people like Milhaud to the music of Berg and electronic music. He also
played music from the late nineteenth century that was not yet widely appreciated, such as that of
Bruckner and Mahler. We weren’t sure about some of the pieces but it richly extended our
musical horizons. Dr. Friedmann had an in depth knowledge of German lieder and would play
me some of his vintage recordings in the Old Mill. Michael Cox, the art teacher, knew a lot

about music. He would let me follow along with his musical scores, such as Stravinsky’s
Symphony of Psalms, also in the Mill. I myself started a music appreciation group at the school
for which I would study the pieces and prepare written analyses with musical examples ahead of
the sessions.
There was a lot of singing at the school, much of it led by Kopul himself. Some of it was
religious, such as Z’mirot and melodies for the services. He also led us in Hebrew rounds and
secular songs, both in Hebrew and English, such as "Down among the dead men". Mr. George
was a big fan of Gilbert and Sullivan and he got a group of us going on excerpts from their light
operas. There is an image still in my mind of him sitting straight as a rod at the piano banging
out the triplet accompaniment to "When the foeman bears his steel (taranta ra taranta ra)".
Yisrael Alexander taught us a number of other Hebrew songs. Mr. Phelps started a French song
group to supplement his French classes. We always ended with our theme song, "On n’a pas des
imbeciles, on a même de l'instruction. Au Colège Carmel”.
The singing became better focused and organized when Dudley Cohen arrived at the
school. He was the founder of the distinguished Zemel Choir in London and he was brought in
by Kopul to form a choir at the school. He did a remarkable job. He took a bunch of enthusiastic
but unruly youngsters, mostly people who could not read music, and produced a choir of some
quality. After a couple of years of singing, we were brought to London and made a record, a 10"
LP, which I still have. The music was mostly popular Israel songs of the day but we also sang
Dudley's own arrangement of Yossele Rosenblatt's melody for Shir HaMa'alot, Malcolm
Sargent's arrangement of Little David Play on Yo' Harp and a Hebrew version (with different
words) of En Natus Est Emmanuel by Michael Praetorius. Kopul came and joined the choir for
that session and his voice can be heard clearly at some points. (Chaim: Maybe you could
produce a CD of music from the school to accompany this project.). Dudley contributed to my
musical development in more ways than teaching me to sing choral music. I had started to show
an interest in writing music. He took the time and trouble to look at my early efforts and make
suggestions. He also showed me some of his own compositions, choral and instrumental. His
son Jacques is a successful and active composer.
This, then, is a personal recollection of musical life at the school, mainly classical. I did
not share the interest others had in popular music - my loss. It was there and I heard it all around
me. I have written elsewhere how Hyam Maccoby produced a brilliant musical revue, almost all
written by himself. I have also written elsewhere about how we were taken to wonderful
performances outside of the school. I have continued my interest in all forms of music since
then, mainly classical but also jazz and folk. I still play the piano a little and sing in a chorus. I
continue to write music from time to time. My wife Vicky is a superb classical pianist. But
mostly I listen, to the old favorites and to whatever new music I can get my hands on. Much of it
was nurtured and encouraged by these people at Carmel.
*************************

MICHAEL BLACKSTONE
1 February 2012
I arrived at Carmel, then situated at Greenham, in January 1949 at the age of nine. The
first assembly was taken by, what was to me a mere stripling for foot nothing boy, a colossus
with a booming resonant unforgettable voice – Kopul. He was on the way to fulfilling his dream
of really establishing Carmel. All of us privileged to study his guidance, have many memories of
this outstanding man, the love of discussion, the cut and thrust of argument, his deep voice, the
well chosen vocabulary, always the apt turn of phrase. Well over six foot tall and well
proportioned. What is more a Rabbi who loved to play cricket and football. Though
unfortunately, to this Yorkshireman, a Spurs supporter, an unrelenting teacher with many
favourite phrases, many of which are sure to have been indelibly etched in every Carmel’s boy’s
mind. A man who as he entered a room made an indelible impression on all who came into
contact with him, above all, a visionary with the determination and ability to turn his dream into
reality. Memories are many, Kopul leading the school with zemiroth on Friday evening, the pride
in the school chess team beating Eton at chess, the booming voice from the touch line, his study
in Mongewell with its’ unique quiet atmosphere overlooking the gardens, watching Kopul
deciding on a punishment for some misdemeanor, when at Greenham, on how many buckets of
stones one had to fill from all the stones on what were to be the school’s first football and cricket
pitches, the boy’s matches against the staff at cricket and football, the religious lessons which
sometimes when many of us in the classroom were not religious rather than Rashi or Gemorrah
we discussed Jewish life in the context of religion, the speedily arranged assembly in 1952 to
announce the death of George VI and how he stressed the vast benefits to us all of the British
model of Monarchy, Havdallah conducted by Kopul was always a moving experience. I could go
on and on! My links to Carmel went further as our son did his sixth form years at Carmel and our
youngest daughter became head girl.
13 July 2012
Cross country running at Mongewell Park – we were allowed to run clockwise or anti-clockwise
round the cross country course which I think included North Stoke. Consequently some of us ran
clockwise for 100 yards then hid behind a hedge for 25 to 30 minutes then returned running anticlockwise not feeling too tired from our run.
Carmel had a cadet core, when it was decided by parliament to end National Service, every boy
with a UK passport resigned from the core.
Kopul always like to be Captain of whatever football or cricket team in which he played, and
with his deep loud voice he bellowed at his team throughout the match.
Healey the teacher who I believe had played some professional cricket for Leicestershire, with
his deep brown voice, was very often seen and heard to be shouting encouragement from the
boundary or touch line and was a very deceptive bowler.

After an inter- house cricket match, in which I had played particularly well against a much better
team, Kopul came up to me and I can hear his words now “You were great! Why don’t you play
like that for the school team”. I wanted to answer, but did not have the courage, that as I was
Captain of the house I had responsibilities beyond my ability in a weak team some of whom
from far off countries had never played cricket before..
Coming from 6’ 2” Kopul was quite a formidable medium paced bowler. He was not so good at
football, however he had a great length kick with the old leather football.
On Shabbat, no objection was made to us playing cricket or football provided a) we did not
change our clothes including shoes b) no stumps or goal posts were used. Consequently in
cricket, mainly French cricket was played, and of course c) playing did not clash with any
official school activity – services, shiurim, meals, rest periods etc
At Greenham the main punishment was picking stones from what was soon to become the school
playing fields and to fill any number ordered of buckets with these stones.
One player, Jackson managed, in a school football match against one of the local rivals, to score
for both teams.
In an inter-house match, the goalkeeper who will remain nameless but came from Scandinavia,
was accused of bribery for letting in some very easily saveable goals.
One of the masters at Crookham had recently been an Irish International cricket player, he
slaughtered the boys bowling.
One of the Captains of the school cricket team, who was a very capable and stylish batsman was
also a very boring person. Per chance I met him this Tuesday, albeit at a funeral, he still proved
to be just as boring. We played cricket against St. Catherine’s Society Oxford before it became a
fully fledged College.
One of the trips we were taken to from school, was to see cricket at the Iffley ground where
Australia were plying Oxford University. Playing for OU was M J K Smith (later to become
MCC Captain) and for the Aussies Benaud, Lindwall, Miller, Harvey, Morris and most of their
first team.
Playing football for the first team against Maccabi in the Hendon stadium, where we were
thrashed 13-1.
There was one well built lad, a very nice person, , who had been in a concentration camp and
who died very young, but the memory stays with me of him catching the ball in a cricket match
and as he stooped down his trousers split along their seam.
Many memorable matches against the staff.
Playing hockey where we boys decided it was too dangerous for us to play against the lady
teachers.

One Shabbat afternoon at Greenham, several of us broke into a teacher’s house, when he was
away, to listen to the ‘Mathews cup final’.
*************************
JACK COLEMAN
31 January 2012
One morning I decided to give shul a miss. Wouldn’t you know it, that was the morning
Kopul decided to visit the sleeping quarters. “What’s your problem this morning Coleman”.
“Don’t feel very well Sir” So off to the sanatorium to see nurse. Of course she couldn’t find
anything wrong and I returned to the daily routine. That afternoon there was a school cricket
match and being in the team I turned up. Low and behold Kopul was there.“What are you doing
here Coleman, you can’t play in the match today you are sick. Needless to say I attended shul
each morning and that I am happy to say is the case today.
On the subject of Cricket, I recently visited Carmel and went for a walk to the playing
fields. The Pavilion is still standing so I went to have a look. I peered through the window and
low and behold the umpires coats where hanging on the wall, the pads were in a pile in the
middle of the floor, several bats standing against the wall and stumps and bails lying around.
Surreal – no. A time warp.
Not having a father (he was killed during the war) Kopul had a profound effect on my
upbringing and sowed the seeds for my life and values today. I suppose the best way of
explaining this is to tell you that spending Shabbat with one set of grandchildren in
Yerushalayim singing tunes that I learnt at Carmel and not hearing them sung anywhere else is
the confirmation of the profound effect Kopul had on my life.
********************
ANTON DELL
1 February 2012
I have strong memories of Kopul Rosen and remain indebted to him for many things but
above all his love of classical music and poetry which were a profound influence.
School was always freezing in the winter and hot in the summer- watching a wet dirty
hard football flying towards me was almost as terrifying as a red hard cricket ball – so sport was
not my thing.
My abiding memory of Kopul was the Havdalah service on Saturday – We were all
sitting in the hall in Mongewell Park as darkness came he [Kopul] lit the Havdalah candle and
his huge shadowy flickering image was reflected on three walls combined with the smell of the
incense.
The service was often followed with us all sitting down in the hall as he delicately and
sensitively pulled an LP out of its cover, gently and lovingly wiped it clean and placed it on the
turntable – often closing his eyes in some bliss state as we heard the Pearl fishers area or similar.
Other Saturday nights we heard chilling stories from the wonderful Doctor Friedman

It is also as an orator that I remember him – I was privileged to have Kopul speak at my
bar mitzvah – I still have a recording – his views were way ahead of his time – Having heard
many “so called” fine speakers no one comes up to his standard.
He was also way ahead of his time as I remember him encouraging us to meditate/reflect
by thinking of black velvet
My Barmitzvah was a terrifying event – being coached by Dr Tobias for Haftarah part
and having my cheeks pinched if I got anything wrong and by Rabbi Rosen for my Bar mitzvah
speech in front of 250 people at the Savoy.
I cannot say Carmel made me a religious Jew – but I am fiercely proud of being Jewish
and my heritage which due to the strong input on religion, language and history means that I
know more about my religion than many who did not have that benefit.
********************
JOE DWEK
1 February 2012
I attended an interview with Kopul Rosen in 1948 when the School was being launched.
The interview revealed my appalling ignorance on most matters, but I passed the interview and
joined the School in September 1949. Most of the early pupils were from the North because
Kopul had been the Minister in North Manchester and had earned a high reputation, was greatly
esteemed. Furthermore, I had a very unhappy experience at my former boarding school where
Jews were not the flavour of the month given the troubles in Israel in 1948.
When I arrived at Newbury, Mr Ewart was the Headmaster, living in a small cottage in
the grounds and other teachers such as Mr Rabstoff and Mr Shereshevsky were the principal
teachers.
None of us then will forget the early morning runs to the Lodge and picking up stones off
the playing field to enable it to be used for football.
The main preoccupation by some of the pupils was 'running away'. A sort of Colditz
mentality. They only got as far as Crewe where they had to change trains for Manchester, were
picked up by the police and brought back to Carmel.
It wasn't long before the youngsters moved to Crookham where Mr Hoffman was the
senior Master and Mr Nisbet was my form teacher who taught everything.
Graduating back to the Main School at Newbury, when David Stamler taught me Biology
and Kopul Rosen taught me Maths with Mr Carmel taught me for all the other subjects. It was
quite a happy time, although the slipper and the cane were frequently used! The School was
starting to gel and get an identity.
Even the uniforms now had to be purchased from Harrods to give a snob appeal. We
were in fact now developing into a proper Jewish Public School.
Interestingly, Kopul wanted it to be a Jewish School and not just a school for Jews, with a
balance between secularism and religion. He engendered a high degree of tolerance for those
pupils who today might be excluded from more orthodox schools because their pedigree might

have been in doubt. His ethos was that he wanted people who lived a Jewish life to enjoy a
Jewish school. He once described the knot on a string of pearls as being the most important
feature because it held together the pearls. He said it wasn't a simple knot, it was a knot of
tolerance that kept all the wonderful pearls together of Jewish institutions and backgrounds.
When we moved to Mangewell Park we arrived at the dead of night with no windows in
my dormitory, a salutary experience but we all felt pioneers in what was to be a very successful
school.
Throughout all these travels I was accompanied by my young brother, Professor Dr
Raymond Dwek, formerly Tutor for Admissions at Oxford and a Professor in Bio-Chemistry.
The main influences on my time were Mr Coles, Mr Bunney and Murray Roston and they
guided an indifferent pupil through to University.
Kopul had a presence in the School, so when he was absent for any reason, discipline
seemed to be a little easier. However, he was single minded that our sports achievements would
enable us to take our place among the other public schools.
Kopul felt that if we understood our heritage and culture, it would help us to play an
equal role in general society, wouldn't make us self effacing about our Judaism. He thought that
some Jews regarded their Jewishness as an accident of birth and therefore set about trying to
reverse that culture and promote rich and proud feelings.
In the early days other schools were reluctant to play us at sport, particularly Chess, but
Kopul encouraged all these sports and, as the years went by, we found it much easier.
My overriding memory of one event is on one Shabbat afternoon, I was playing Chess
with the Head boy, David Keller in my study, when junior arrived to say that the smokers had
set the pavilion on fire and it was now ablaze. Keller reproved and reprimanded the youngster
for interfering with our game of Chess, issuing the immortal words, 'Do you mind, we are
playing Chess and cannot be disturbed.'
My final sixth form years were in the company of Linton, Law, Rabinowitz, Blackstone,
Refson, Wootliff, Benaim, Chiswick, Rabbi Abraham Levy and of course the late Tiki
Hirshfield.
My other friends who I still see from time to time including Henry Goldstone, Jackie
Coleman, Geoff Levy, Emmanuel Grodzinski, Albert Moshi and others.
I look back on my years at Carmel with great happiness. I was under the care and
protection of a great man, inspirational and paternal. I have never met anyone like him since.
***********************
RAYMOND DWEK
11 June 2012
I went to boarding school in Cheshire at the age of 6 ½ accompanied by my brother Joe
who was 18 months older. It was a public preparatory school and it was tough in many ways,
including bullying and anti-Semitism. A year later I transferred with my brother to Carmel
College, a school, near Oxford, founded by and under the inspirational leadership of Rabbi

Kopul Rosen, which was to become a Jewish Public School of considerable note. It was
difficult being the youngest boy in the school as pupils were not normally admitted until they
were at least nine. The rigours of school life and my loneliness led to an intensity in my studies.
I also began to realise the dependence of an individual on society and became very idealistic
about how society should be conducted.
The Headmaster of Carmel College, Romney Coles, had formerly been at the Kings
School, Canterbury. He was an outstanding and inspirational teacher, the like of which I have
never met since. He loved chemistry - the practical aspects and theoretical aspects - and kept up
to date by reading abstracts from a whole variety of journals. He was rigorous and a great
disciplinarian, and thus prepared our minds. He believed in hard work and also put a great deal
of emphasis on memory. The grounding he gave me was so great that when I studied Chemistry
later at Manchester University I found it somewhat disappointing in terms of the practical
classes, most of which I had already done at school.
Carmel College too was to provide a rigorous background in sport and I rowed very
seriously, often training several hours a day. The success of the rowing team at various regattas
made me seriously consider, for a short while, a career in rowing. Indeed in the year off between
going to school and university, I must have rowed in many locations around the UK often for
about eight hours a day and also with dedicated colleagues from the Royal Air Force in Benson
which was located near Carmel College. Both from my academic and sporting studies I learnt to
apply myself for long periods to difficult tasks and the value of team work.
Additionally at Carmel College, I became fascinated by Hebrew grammar, which remains
to this day one of my interests. We were also encouraged to learn large sections of the Tanach, of
Shakespeare and other poetry. Those archives in my mind are still a great source of pleasure to
me.
I spent 11 years at Carmel and in my last year I was the school captain. I tried to put into
operation many of the ideals which had kept me going over the years. Thus I tried to persuade
the teachers not to give punishments to any of the boys without first giving me an opportunity to
speak to them to see if there was another way. Surprisingly, the school ran for a year without a
single punishment being given. It was, I think, a happy school.
***************************
MICHAEL ELLMAN
8 January 2012
I was at Carmel from 1951 to 1959 (#128) first at Crookham and then at Mongewell
Park. My father was the "short-fused" (Leon Norell) Mr.Ellman who was for a time the maths
teacher.
I remember Carmel well and enjoyed it. It was where I became an atheist and a socialist.
I had a number of good friends. The teacher who had the biggest influence on me was Mr. H.
Schmidt who taught history, geography and economics. I kept in touch with him for a number of
years after I left the school. When writing historical articles I remember his advice to "criticise

the sources". I remember also Mr. Coles (chemistry), Dr. Friedman (history) and the English
teacher we had in the 6th form (whose name escapes me but whose difficulty in teaching about
the code of courtly love to 16 year old boys and whose interest in Tolkien I remember).
Amongst other things I remember playing pontoon, drinking too much at a 6th form
party, swimming across the river, and walking to and from Wallingford. Also there were the
occasional expeditions to Oxford. I remember Kopul well. He was an imposing figure who
dominated the school but he had no lasting influence on me. One of the things that most of all
sticks in my mind about him is that for a year before the outbreak of World War II he studied at
the famous Yeshiva in Vilna. (Is that true?) Of course I also remember the communal singing at
the tables on Shabbat.
Another thing that I recollect about that period is that there was as yet no 'Holocaust'.
Although we were aware of the destruction of the European Jewish communities it had not yet
turned into an extraordinary tragedy marked worldwide by museums, days of mourning, prayers,
etc. We observed each year the destruction of the Temple but not that of European Jewry. The
creation of an historical event termed the 'Holocaust' occurred after I left the school (1959).
18 May 2012
When my father moved to Greenham as the maths teacher I was enrolled in the prep
school, then at Crookham. Sixty years later my memories of Crookham are rather faint.
However, I do remember the following:
(1) I was a member of a gang, one of whose other members was Raymond Dwek (later a
professor at Oxford). Naturally we had to have a code to enable us to communicate in secret
from the teachers and other boys. It was a simple code based on transposing letters. One day
during a lesson I was handed the secret message ‘epy = pig’. While I was holding it the teacher
pounced and demanded to know why I was passing messages instead of listening to the lesson.
Furthermore, since he was Mr.Epstein, he naturally took it as an insult to himself and complained
to my father (also a Carmel teacher). This got me into trouble at home.
(2) Punishment. Naturally from time to time naughty boys had to be punished. One punishment
was ‘lines’ – having to write out a line many (usually a hundred) times. Another was caning. I
was hit on the hands (probably with a ruler) at least once, and was hit on the bottom at least once
(probably with a cane – a long round wooden stick). Corporal punishment was quite normal,
though not very common. (Nowadays in the UK it is illegal and would be regarded as criminal
assault.) Some boys really did need disciplining. I remember one incident, I am no longer sure if
it was at the prep school or the senior school, when a boy raised a large metal object (a frying
pan?) and planned to bring in down on the head of another boy but was prevented from doing so
(he was – fortunately for everybody else – expelled from the school). In the senior school my
memory is that the most serious punishment was being sent to stand outside the Principal’s
study. After a time Kopul would come out, say a few words, and send the miscreant back to his
class.

(3) Sometimes teachers from the senior school came to give us lessons. One such teacher was
Mr.Schmidt, whose lessons I liked.
(4) When King George VI died (in 1952) we were all called to a special assembly where the
news was announced in solemn tones. It was actually a much less significant event for the UK
than the victory of the Conservatives in the election of 1951 but the attention given to it was a
way of signifying our loyalty to the British state.
(5) At the end of the prep school in Crookham (summer 1953) we took the Common Entrance
exam (in full, Common Entrance Examination for Public Schools). Whether the purpose of this
was to assess which would be the right class for us in the new combined school, or whether it
was just copying procedures at British public schools I do not know. I do remember that I did
exceptionally well at History & Geography, well at English and Maths, and abysmally at French
and Latin. (I was already good at History & Geography at primary school before I moved to
Carmel.) I remained bad at French and Latin for the rest of my school career, although I did
manage to pass O level French.
(6) I still have two of my school reports from Crookham. My mother kept them and I inherited
them. Both of them are signed by Kopul in his capacity as Principal. In addition to the subject
reports, at the foot of the page are general comments by the Form Master (in my case Tobias),
the Master in Charge (whose initials are difficult to decipher – maybe it was Mr.Sewell) and the
Principal. By receiving and commenting on the reports Kopul was able to follow the progress of
all the boys. In my home school reports were taken seriously. At the beginning of my first year in
the senior school my father promised me that if I came top of the class I would get as a present
my own radio (this was long before the days when all children had their own tv’s, and personal
computers would not be invented for decades). I did indeed come top that first year and duly got
my radio which I much enjoyed.
(7) Carmel’s poor credit-rating at Newbury. I remember that my father, when working at
Greenham, once requested a credit account with a Newbury shop. They were very sceptical when
he said that he worked at Carmel. This must have reflected late payment of bills by Carmel,
which in turn must have resulted from its precarious financial position.
(8) The search for a successor to Greenham/Crookham. Mongewell Park was not the first estate
Kopul looked at. He knew he had to leave and make way for the air force. He looked at a large
number of properties before settling on Mongewell Park. I remember him saying after he had
viewed a number that he kept thinking that it would be desirable to have a property which
combined the good features of all the various properties he had seen. Fortunately for Carmel, he
was looking when the property market was subdued and before the great post-1952 boom in
property prices got into its stride.
About the senior school I have more memories.
(1) I had a number of good friends. It is in the nature of a boarding school that one has a closer
friendship with colleagues than later at university or work. I got on very well with Jeffrey

Walker. Like me (in 1953-55) he lived at Mongewell Park the whole year round. His mother
(then Mrs.Walker) was the school secretary. Jeffrey went to Oxford to read physics and became
a schoolteacher. His real love was English literature and dramatics. Some years later I attended a
play that he put on (if I remember correctly in was Genet’s The Maids). It was very good. In
1958, when I was 16, I went hitchhiking with another boy with whom I was friends (Robbie
Sabel) to Paris and Brussels (that was the year the World Fair was held in Brussels). That was a
big adventure for me. It was the first time I had been abroad and the first time I had been on
holiday without my parents. I have met up with Robbie again on visits to Israel (he moved to
Israel, worked for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and then became a professor of International
Law at the Hebrew University). In the autumn when we were back at school I told the French
teacher that her lessons had come in very useful in France and Belgium and she was pleased to
hear this. In the 6th form I got on well with Ellis Korn, Henry Law, David Lewis, David Saville
and Izzy Gletzer (I met both of the last two again at the 2012 Jerusalem reunion).
(2) We were ranked in academic merit each year (possibly each term) in each subject and
overall. For a number of years I regularly came in the top 3. The other two in this club were
Raymond Dwek and M.L.Poster (who studied maths in the 6th form but instead of going to
university went into his father’s business).
(3) My memory is that most of the fathers were self-employed businessmen or bosses of
companies, in such fields as import-export, the rag trade (women’s garments), and property
development. Maybe later there were more professionals (doctors, lawyers, accountants, etc) but
this was not the case in the 1950s. Most of the mothers were full-time Mums. There were few
dual-income families in those days.
(4) In the 6th form (1958-59) we referred to cigarettes as ‘cancer sticks’. This indicates that
epidemiological findings circulate very quickly – even among schoolchildren – and probably
also indicates that at least one of the boys was a smoker. At 6th form parties there was lots of
alcohol to drink and I remember that at one of them I had too much to drink. (The next time this
happened was when I was in Moscow as an exchange student in 1966). At least one of the 6 th
form parties was held in the boathouse.
(5) One of our pastimes was the card game pontoon which I was quite fond of but have never
played since leaving school. We also played chess, and ‘money games’ such as Monopoly where
the object is to become rich. We also played football and cricket. I did not like cricket because
most of the time one just stands around, and when one is a batsman one is at the receiving end of
a fast hard ball, which can be dangerous. Football was better, everyone runs around all the time,
and there was a period when I was in the junior Alexander House team, but I was not much good
at it. At one time hockey was introduced but it has to be abandoned quite soon. It was too
dangerous – the boys used their sticks to hit other boys ankles. There was a time when we did
rowing, which was fun but hard work. I remember once swimming across the river near the
boathouse. While at Mongewell Park I quite often walked to and from Wallingford. I discovered
that I could walk quite fast compared with other boys. I quite enjoyed walking and subsequently

went on numerous walking holidays. For many years I went most summers to Austria to walk in
the mountains. However, cross-country running and gym were school activities in which I
always did badly.
(6) Teachers. The teacher from whom I learned the most from was Mr. Schmidt, who taught
history, geography and economics (I did history, economics and English at A level). He taught
me, inter alia, to ‘criticise the sources’ in historical work and this I have always remembered in
my academic work. I kept in touch with him for some years after leaving Carmel. On one
occasion he gave some boys in the 6th form a lesson on relationships. We all thought afterwards
that it had been brave of him to bring up such a delicate subject but I estimate that its influence
on us was 0.0. He had fought in the Israeli War of Independence but then moved to the UK. He
preferred Isaiah Berlin to Jabotinsky. He once gave us a questionnaire on which, inter alia, we
were asked to give our opinions about various nationalities (including Germans and Arabs). He
used the results for an academic article about how children were prejudiced at an early age. I
gave what turned out to be the politically correct answer to these questions, ‘I have too little
information to make a judgement’, and was the only one to do so. Dr.Friedman (known to the
boys as ‘Joshke’ as a result of his having attempted in his early years at the school to tell the
boys something about Jesus) was another fixture, but I had almost no personal contact with him.
(On one occasion he invited me to his apartment for an intellectual conversation but I was tired
and fell asleep – so much for the intellectual conversation.) Mr.Coles had the title of ‘senior
master’, taught chemistry, and I still remember the well-equipped school chemistry lab. In the 6th
form we had a young English master (I think his name was Mr.Nelson) who was recently down
from university. He was a fan of Tolkien – this was decades before the well-known films. I
remember that he found it difficult to teach about the Code of Courtly Love to 15- or 16-year old
boys.
David Stamler appeared while I was at school. He was a protégé of Kopul and became
Deputy Principal. He introduced us to Tom Lehrer. We thought his wife was rather young. I
remember the two big houses on the Mongewell Park estate where he and Kopul lived (these
were built for them after Carmel bought Mongewell Park). I think he subsequently moved to
Israel. Shifrin is also someone I vaguely remember. He was young and introduced us to some
recent developments in British society (e.g. books of essays by young intellectuals). I seem to
remember he was in charge of the library for a time.
(7) Music was an important part of Carmel. Kopul used to try and interest us in classical music. I
am afraid this used to fall – as far as I was concerned – on deaf ears.
(8) There used to be discussions on topical issues. I remember one time we were sitting out in the
open (in must have been summer) and Kopul posed the question of the future of Zionism. He had
in mind the future of the Zionist movement now that the State of Israel had been created. On
another occasion, someone, I do not remember who it was, discussed Judaism with us and
stressed the need to continue the traditions of thousands of years. We also had a debating society,
modelled on university Union societies and ultimately on the House of Commons. I remember

one time defending comprehensive schools and being criticised by David Waldman who had
experience of one, and told me that I did not understand what they were like.
(9) At one time a group of us (myself, Ellis Korn & David Saville) established a school magazine
The Carmel Clarion. This lasted for several issues and after a time three new editors (Robert
Peters, David Robbins & Michael Baum) took over from the founders. In those distant days,
before word processing and printers, it had to be typed and then duplicated. Editing it was a good
experience in writing about a subject of one’s own choice and interest and in organisation (we
had to recruit contributors, arrange the typing and duplicating, and covered some of the costs
with advertisements from Wallingford shops). I still have a few copies of this ‘publication’.
(10) Naturally we had a school uniform, that could only be bought at Harrods. The blazer was
smart and distinctive. The uniform, and the expensive shop where it had to be bought, was
probably intended as a way of making us similar to other British public schools. The tunic was
an innovation introduced while I was in the senior school
(11) In the 1950s a number of boys did very well in the sciences and got Open Scholarships to
Oxbridge. The school was very proud of this. Kopul cultivated relations with the Oxbridge
colleges and this was beneficial for the boys. However, keenness to get good marks in exams
sometimes led to excesses. On one occasion, just before the O level exam in Scripture (Hebrew
version) Kopul called us together and suggested we study a certain passage in the Tanach. It was
obvious (afterwards) that he had seen the exam paper and was concerned we would not be
familiar with that text. The passage he suggested we look at did indeed come up in the exam. On
another occasion, I did the 11+ (this was unnecessary at Carmel but my mother thought it a
useful insurance policy). One of the masters who was invigilating looked at my answers and
drew my attention to one of them. “Do you really mean this?” he asked. I looked at it and saw
that I had made a mistake. I corrected it. In general, school-based exams where the schools are
under pressure to get good results, are vulnerable to this kind of cheating.
(12) 6th formers had studies in a study block – a nice perk. I remember having to do some
decorating there. This turned out to be a useful skill. I subsequently decorated my grandmother’s
flat and then, decades later, my daughter’s room.
(13) It was at Carmel that I learned about the serious and intractable nature of the Arab-Israeli
conflict. I learned this from observing a young Israeli boy. He, instead of playing cowboys and
Indians, was always wanting to shoot Arabs. (At that time the PLO did not exist and the conflict
was with the Arab states led by Egypt and not with the Palestinian people.) Watching him made
me realise the depth of the hostility that existed.
(14) When I was at the senior school (1953-59) the Holocaust did not exist. We marked each
year the destruction of the Temple, but did not observe (or even discuss) the destruction of
European Jewry in World War II. It was only later that the Shoah received mass publicity and
became central to Jewish – and Israeli – identity. However, we were conscious of the Nazis and
what they had meant for the Jews. I remember that one of the other boys once told me that his

family was on the last boat to sail from Rotterdam to Curaçao in May 1940 and I immediately
understood the significance of that. Another time another boy told me about his family’s
existence in hiding in Romania during the war.
(15) One thing that one acquired automatically at Carmel was the sense of the Jews as a
worldwide community. We had boys from Jewish communities all over the world. There were
links with South Africa, Gibraltar, Israel, and many other countries.
(16) In my time there were no girls at Carmel. Sex education was limited to a short film about
human reproductive biology. Unlike what is now normal in Dutch schools, and has been for
decades, we were not taught about contraceptives. There was naturally no access to Internet
pornography, the invention of the Internet being decades in the future. In my initial period in the
senior school we were more interested in the Eagle, a new boy’s comic which was first published
around 1953. Many boys probably had their first girlfriends at university.
(17) Zemirot. One of the features of Carmel was sitting at the tables in the dining room on Friday
evenings and singing together. Although not good at singing I still remember some of the songs
we used to sing then. Communal singing plays an important part in turning individuals into
members of a community. Being at a boarding school is quite different from a day school – one
is a member of a community 24 /7.
(18) Carmel was not successful in making me religious (I became an atheist at Carmel and have
remained one ever since). In this respect Kopul failed in my case. I was not the only one.
Nevertheless I look back to my Carmel days with pleasure. I liked the school (just as I had liked
my primary school). What I got from Carmel was threefold:
a) a good all-round secular education. I doubt whether I would have got a better education
anywhere else in England. I went to university with three A levels and a good all-round general
knowledge. (As a result of my good general knowledge I was subsequently selected to be part of
the St. Catharine’s College Cambridge team in the tv quiz show University Challenge. However,
we did badly. We were easily defeated.) By the time I left school I was something a a
bookworm and have remained one ever since. (My office is piled high with books as is my
home.) I still have some of the books I bought or was given while at Carmel. For example, I still
have the complete plays of Bernard Shaw, with the Carmel coat of arms on the cover, which I
received in 1957 as the Upper Fifth English prize. I also still have the complete prefaces to those
plays which I bought in a second-hand bookshop while at Carmel. I also still remember the
school library. It had an edition of the complete works of Dickens but the books were dull and
unattractive to look at and I never read any of them. On the other hand it also had an edition of
Gibbons, The Decline and Fall and I read some chunks of that. I also used to read the
newspapers and magazines in the loggia.
b) a good knowledge of Jewish history. We learned about the Golden Age in Spain, the long
and very important Babylonian period in Jewish history and the academies of Sura and
Pumbedita, about Rashi and Maimonides, about the Baal Shem Tov and the Vilna Gaon, about

Emancipation and the development of Hebrew and Yiddish literature in 19th century eastern
Europe, and the growth of the Jewish community in Palestine. Naturally we related closely to
the new young State of Israel with which we had many bonds. I am always amazed at meeting
Jews whose knowledge of Jewish history is confined to Auschwitz. Thanks to Carmel I am better
informed.
c) a knowledge of how to behave and participate in a service at a synagogue. This comes in
handy at family occasions such as Barmitzvahs or funerals.
***********************
JACOB FACHLER
2 February 2012
I was outside the main building when a boy yelled down at me from an upper story,
“Hey, new boy, can you do me a favour?” Once again, delighted to be addressed by anyone, I
said, “Sure.” He continued: “Can you see down at the bottom of the lawn, just by the lake, my
sheet has blown out of the window. Can you bring it back?” “I thought we weren’t allowed to
walk on the lawn,” I replied. “That’s OK, I’m a prefect, and I allow you.” So off I trundled,
happy to be able to be of service to this important person. As I approached the sheet, it turned
round and gave an almighty quack. As I ran back to escape the swan, I could hear peals of
laughter from the “prefect” and his mates. Well, I survived my “tvilla ba-esh”, and spent the next
7 years in a never-ending journey of discovery. For at least 10 years after his death, Kopul would
occasionally feature in my dreams. I suppose that says something about the powerful impact he
made on me. ·
Kopul often played music at morning assembly. I particularly remember Helen Shapiro
belting out “Please don’t treat me like a child”; Melina Mercouri singing “Never on a Sunday”,
and Kodaly’s Hary Janos suite. Kopul’s eclectic musical choices taught me that it’s OK to like
different styles of music – an important lesson about not being pigeon-holed. I remember that he
told us that he and Bella had seen the movie Never on a Sunday.
Talking about Bella, she ran the school kitchen for a while, and it was during this period
that Carmel started buying kosher meat from my dad (Luton Kosher Foods). It meant that I
frequently had an opportunity to meet my dad when he delivered the meat.
I was the lion in the school production of Androcles and the Lion. I did not know then
that many years later I would morph into a not-unaccomplished actor on the Israeli Englishspeaking amateur stage.
I remember going to My Fair Lady in Drury Lane and seeing Julie Andrews and Rex
Harrison; The Diary of Ann Frank; and trips to Oxford to see the ballet Giselle and to watch
numerous plays.
When I arrived in April 1957 (school number 490), Mr. Bloch heard that a new boy knew
the Torah reading trope (leining) – so he promptly appointed me his deputy Bar Mitzvah tutor. I
was teaching BM to boys who were 18 months older than me.

We used to call Haim Maccoby “Macamouse.” If anyone has read ......, the ex-nun who
now writes about world religions, she says in one of her books that Maccoby taught her more
about Judaism than any other person or any other source.
Mr. Lowe taught me the fundamentals of Hebrew grammar that stayed with me for the
rest of my life. We did not know how brilliant he was.
Mr. Grey also told really scary ghost stories about the Lady and the Lake.
Who will ever forget the slippers escapade (Stuart Cohen and two other criminals) – they
took one slipper from every boy in the Wolfson Block and hid them in a bath. The next morning,
we all rushed to the window to see the boys hopping around. Despite Josh’s promise of leniency,
he slippered all 3.
I knew that Abraham Carmel (Morenu Avraham ben Avraham Avinu) went from being a
Catholic priest to a Church of England priest before becoming Jewish. He wrote a book: So
Strange My Path.
Mr. Ward (Latin) looked like Mr. Punch, and was the worst disciplinarian in the history
of the school. Other teachers (masters) regularly came in to keep order.
Mrs. Whitfield was a motor racing enthusiast.
One day, a boy tried to get off a maths lesson (can’t remember the name of the teacher –
it wasn’t Eggy Evans) by claiming that it was the fast day of “Kiss-my-tuchess of Tevet.” The
teacher was not amused.
I remember visits to Carmel of Kopul’s brother – I think his name was Shaw, he ran
Hillel House. I also remember Bella’s father visiting for Shabbatot.
On my first Sunday at Carmel, someone took me to the prep school where Toby always
showed a movie. It was Great Expectations, and I had nightmares for days.
Toby (who ended up in the library of the Jewish Theological Society in New York) was
the most amazing shofar blower. He also knew the precise tunes for all the High Holidays, with
different nuances for Ne’ila on Yom Kippur – he taped all this for me at the time.
I remember a group of Israeli singers that visited Carmel one day and taught us the
Yemenite nigun for Tsur Mishelo.
It was Kopul who instilled in me a life-long love of Pirkei Avot – the Ethics of the
Fathers. He made the sayings of the rabbis so personal, so accessible.
When he taught classes, Kopul used to check if we were paying attention by occasionally
dropping in deliberate mistakes – I remember spotting that the Falashas were not from Persia as
he had said, but from Ethiopia.
I remember Kopul giving a Chumash lesson when Micky was in the class. The passuk
said: Vayiplu panav – and his face fell. For some reason Micky was not getting it (something to
do with panim being a plural noun) – and there was the most unholy row between father and son.
Kopul was particularly sensitive to cases of bullying. I remember once that he chastised a
group of boys for bullying (I don’t remember who the victim was) by richly insulting every one
of them to see how they liked it.

Yoshke Freedman used to out on plays in German. I had no idea at the time that he had
single-handedly and lovingly restored hundreds of concentration camp kids to sanity in London.
There is a book called The Boys which tells his story.
I seem to remember the bust of Chaim Weizmann on Kopul’s desk – if I’m not mistaken,
it was by Jacob Epstein, Roland Joffe’s grandfather.
The other Epstein of course was Jacky Epstein, who also wrote my Bar Mitzvah speech.
He used to have an Oneg Shabbat on a Friday evening.
One of the most powerful memories in my first few weeks were the leaving speeches on
Friday night (I arrived during the summer term, and the speeches of the leavers were staggered
throughout the term.) I remember feeling how incredibly adult the leavers were. I suspect that
this experience also gave me a taste for public speaking.
I remember one Shabbat Rosh Chodesh when Kopul introduced a new tune for the end of
the first paragraph of Hallel, Mimkomo. As he was singing (didn’t he have a wonderfully richtoned voice?), the sweetest high pitched harmony suddenly emerged from the depths of the
assembled boys in the hall – it was Micky Rosen. They had obviously been practicing this
surprise – it still sends shivers down my spine.
So many people have mentioned Havdalla – Kopul really did create a memorable
atmosphere. He really seemed reluctant to let Shabbat go.
One summer holiday, Kopul went to Spain. I met someone who was disgusted that Kopul
would be breaking the several-hundred year old boycott by Jews of Spain.
·
Who remembers that on Shabbat afternoon, at the seuda shlishit meal, Kopul would start
singing Mizmor Ledavid quietly while we were in the middle of eating. Usually he would clap,
and we would start singing something. But that one time in the week, he started singing without
clapping, and gradually we heard it and joined in.
*************************
JOHN FISCHER
14 August 2012
There has been much talk recently in Britain of austerity, but it is nothing compared to
the years when I was a pupil at Carmel College (1949-1954). The first four years of this postWar period I spent at the original site near Newbury, Berkshire, and I have various
reminiscences about this time, some pleasant, some less so, and some amusing.
School discipline was strictly maintained by both teachers and prefects. At first, Sunday
was a full day of lessons like other days of the week, but was later relaxed to a half-day of
lessons with sports activities in the afternoon. On one Sunday only midway through each term
were our parents allowed to visit us at the school and take us out for a few hours if they wished.
The idea of Half-Term being a long weekend at home came well after my time! An exception
was made for the Coronation in June 1953, just before the school moved to Wallingford, when

we were all given a few days off to enjoy the event with our families, many of whom had
obtained their first TV sets for the occasion.
Shabbat at Carmel was memorable in many ways; the relatively relaxed atmosphere, the
somewhat better food, the singing of ‘zemirot’ at meals, the chanting in shul and, not least, an
extra hour or so in bed in the morning! In the afternoon, especially during the summer term, on
the school lawn weather permitting, Rabbi Kopul Rosen would give a shiur on Pirkei Avot or on
Tanach to boys in an advanced stream for Hebrew studies. The challenge was to learn by heart
for the next shiur whichever verse or section we were asked to memorise; although this was a
chore at the time, in later life I personally found it invaluable! Leisure activities on Shabbat
would include reading, playing chess, etc.
On the subject of Hebrew studies, it is worth recalling that with the exception of learning
Hebrew, praying and eating, boys were actually discouraged from wearing a kippah, as it was
considered unnecessary; only if our parents requested it could we do so - unimaginable these
days!
On one afternoon during the week we were permitted (unless ‘gated’ as a punishment)to
go into town to buy items we needed (and were not available in the tuck shop), or to have a
haircut, etc. I well remember having to take my ration coupons to buy confectionery then;
austerity was still with us. Some of us would also take the liberty of having a civilised afternoon
tea in a local tea-shop; I can admit it now! Far more serious was the cardinal sin committed one
day by some senior boys of going to the local cinema! Unfortunately for them, they were seen by
one of the teaching staff and were severely punished.
Among the special occasions, in only my second term at Carmel, was the consecration of
the shul in the school grounds. The then Chief Rabbi, Rabbi Dr. Israel Brodie, had been invited
to officiate on a Sunday afternoon in January 1950, and although I had one more month to go
before my Barmitzvah, I was asked by Rabbi Rosen to ‘leyn’ an appropriate portion dealing with
the consecration of the Tabernacle, to which the Chief Rabbi would be called up. This duly
happened, and an article and photograph covering the event appeared in the Jewish Chronicle the
following Friday. (I still have a rather faded yellowish copy of that article of more than sixty
years ago!) That afternoon served as a useful dress rehearsal for my Barmitzvah one month later
in London.
Looking back now over my time in Newbury, I tend to think of the happier days as a fifth
and sixth former, and try to forget the many miserable ones spent earlier by a homesick lad
yearning to be back at home and counting down the remaining days of each term.

JEFFREY FISHER
8 January 2014
I am sure that many Old Carmelis remember cute stories about teachers at Carmel, either what
teachers did to the boys or what the boys did to the teachers.

Here are some examples from my time at Carmel (1953-1960)
Raphael Loewe and his walking stick- turned- spear
Raphael Loewe taught us Nach (or Jewish studies in general). Raphael Loewe won the George
Cross (the 2nd highest honour after the Victoria Cross) for bravery during the 2nd World War. As
a result of his injuries, he had a wooden leg and used a walking stick. All this came together in
his Nach lessons when he was teaching us about famous battles. He would enact these battles
before us at the front of the classroom. He would charge from one side of the classroom to the
other, walking stick raised like a spear, to give us a better understanding of the way the battle
proceeded. I cannot recall which battles he was teaching us, nor what age class he was teaching
at the time. But it is easy to imagine that this was a fun thing for young schoolboys to see.
Mr. Tonks and his stamp album: Mr. Tonks and the flying chumash
Mr. Tonks was a maths teacher, a big burly gentleman with a head of white hair. I can’t
remember how good a maths teacher he was (though he could have contributed in some way to
my taking Maths at A-level) but I do remember that he was a stamp collector. It is quite possible
that his stamp collection was more important to him than his teaching of maths because on some
occasions, he would come into the classroom, announce that he was not in the mood to teach
maths that day, and ask those in the class who collected stamps (I don’t think I was one of them)
to take out their albums (do school kids still collect stamps today?) and swap stamps with him. I
am not aware if there are those who say that their maths education was hindered by swapping
stamps with Mr. Tonks instead of learning algebra or geometry.
Another Mr. Tonks story is linked with the good old days of corporal punishment. All of us who
were at school in the 1950’s will surely remember heavy objects being thrown across the
classroom by a teacher who wanted to “attract the attention” of a particular pupil: the object most
often thrown was the board rubber. In one particular lesson, Mr. Tonks wanted to test his
throwing skills but did not have a board rubber at hand. The nearest heavy object was a chumash
which he picked up and threw at someone at the back of the class: I cannot remember if the
chumash reached its target. Mr. Tonks, affable as he was, was not Jewish. But what can a teacher
do if a board rubber is not handy and you need to carry out a disciplinary mission?!
–Dr. Schmidt and the sticky green plants
We also did things (not always very nice) to teachers. Dr. Schmidt was a gentle soul who always
taught wearing a gown. He taught geography but more important for me, he introduced me to
Economics (in the 1950’s, Economics started to be taught at schools, not a particularly good idea
– Economics is more a university subject), which interested me enough to go on and study
Economics at university and take up a career as an economist.
In the grounds of Carmel were all kinds of plants, some more interesting than others. One
particularly interesting one – whose name I do not know, either in Latin (though I did take OLevel Latin in order to later on get into Cambridge) or any other language – was a sticky green

plant, that is if you threw it at something, it would cling to that something because of its
stickiness. On one particular day, we collected a whole lot of these plants into the classroom with
the intention of throwing them at a teacher when he was not looking (I’ve no idea if Dr. Schmidt
was chosen for this exercise or whether he just turned out as the “victim”). Dr. Schmidt turned
his back to the class when writing on the board and every time he did this, a barrage of sticky
green plants headed his way. It did not take long before the whole of his cloak was covered with
these plants, from his neck downwards.
Unfortunately, Dr. Schmidt once turned round sooner than expected and saw a sticky green
plant heading towards his face. I can’t remember what his reaction his: as I said, he was a gentle
soul.
How we almost sabotaged Ministry of Education recognition of Carmel
I can’t remember in which year exactly, but Carmel was up for official recognition by the
Ministry of Education. Since the school was situated very near Oxford, examiners were sent
(some if not all) from Oxford University: among these were non-Jewish experts in Jewish
studies. Kopul Rosen brought a group of these experts into our classroom one day for a lesson in
Jewish studies: he intended to be our teacher that day and allow them to observe the lesson.
Right at the beginning, before the lesson began, he was called away on school business and
suggested that in his place, one of the group of observers would teach. I certainly did not know
then but it appears that non-Jewish experts in Jewish studies call the letter Vav (the 6th letter in
the Hebrew alphabet) WOW. I don’t know if you can imagine the effect on a class of young
pupils hearing a teacher say WOW each time instead of Vav. We all very soon had
handkerchiefs in our mouths to try and muffle the laughter. Kopul Rosen told us afterwards that
our behavior in that lesson had almost sabotaged the entire recognition process. However, the
school did achieve recognition at that time, and as far as I remember, none of us were caned by
Kopul.
***************************
DAVID FROME
2 February 2012
There are lots of other memories of those days of course - not all good unfortunately
but I could add some of my favourites
The trip to Stratford for the David Warner Hamlet - one of the greatest ever
The trips to Sadlers Wells
Richie Benaud's Australian tourists at Iffley Road
The occasional trip to Henley to watch the rowers
School plays with you and I doing the lighting - directed by Shiff and starring such luminaries as
Roland Joffe and Roy Sherman
Avrom Sherr's (Hi Avrom!) tour de force as Lear in the amphitheatre where you built the sets
and I did the lighting - and it took 4 hours.... so it could be dark in the storm scene

You remember the pill boxes on Shabbat I remember the 100-a-side football matches on the long
summer evenings led enthusiastically by Rookie Rosen - who knew he was really called
Jeremy?!
The wonderful Sidney Leperer who personally taught me "Ancient History" so I could do the O
Level because of the stupid rule in the early 60's that you had to do Arts or Science but not both
Martin Coombe who someone else mentioned and was a great Biology teacher with Tony BarrTaylor, and who used to take me out on field trips into the wilds of Oxfordshire and Berkshire
but who made me dissect a dead badger one day that he'd found as roadkill on the way
in......horrible
I was also in the party at the Chicken in the Basket mentioned by Alan Rayne - caught by Josh
And last but not least who can forget the cream teas at the Fleur de Lys in Wallingford - heaven
I could go on......but
*************************
JEFFERY GANDZ
6 January 2012
The memories are vivid. Of my first year at Crookham, the move to Mongewell Park,
Wallingford, Paddington Station - the platform in the Harry Potter movies brought memories of
the school train. The lower second to the upper sixth. Saturday afternoons in the ha-ha.
Smoking behind the pavilion. Making some good friends, two of whom I still see every year or
so.
March 2012
My father died in August 1953, soon after my eighth birthday leaving my mother with
two children, my severely handicapped sister and myself, and a newly established retail business
to run. Carmel was the answer and, with the financial help of my father’s brothers, I found
myself in Carmel’s Crookham campus in the autumn of 1953 and I would stay at Carmel until
the summer of 1962.
The choice of Carmel was not random. Kopul Rosen had officiated at my parents’
wedding when he was the Rov at Higher Crumpsall Shul in Manchester and my mother had been
very impressed with him then. He had also been very responsive to her situation when she called
to ask about an immediate enrollment after my father died.
There followed the obligatory trip to Harrod’s for uniforms, nametapes to be sown into
everything by a mother who really disliked sowing, the buying of the trunk and the tuckbox. As
I write this memories are flooding back – I can smell the dank, sour odour of the tuckbox room at
Mongewell Park!
I have some lasting memories of my first weeks as a new boy. The rather dilapidated
state of the Crookham facility – it was to be abandoned the next year when we moved to
Mongewell Park. Dormitories – cold. Radio Malt - good. Cod liver oil, the liquid stuff - bad.

Being slippered for talking after lights out - not so bad back then but today would be considered
barbaric.
I remember playing a game – Kingy I think it was called – where a crowd of boys used a
ball to hit other boys who then had to drop out of the game. The last one standing was the king.
I was never the king. I remember sliding down inside an old evergreen tree on the grounds. The
branches made a natural chute. The secret was not to mistake the entrance to the proper chute
with another entrance that looked like it but which led to a sheer drop and, for sure, a sprained
ankle if not something worse. I remember a visit by some American servicemen who were
stationed nearby. They taught us the rules of baseball and gave us bubble gum. The gum was
great until someone said that it was traife – spoilsport!
The move to Mongewell Park was a major event. Compared with Crookham it was palatial
even ‘though our classrooms were “temporary” – they were to remain our classrooms until I left
the school nine years later. The years blur together so my memories are not time-sequenced
properly. But here goes.
 Extraordinary, life-changing, character forming teachers. Coles for chemistry, Friedman
for history which he acted out rather than talked about; Mrs Glover for “nature study” –
she actually taught us about the real birds and the bees before we were old enough to care
about the other kind; Tobias for Talmud and my bar-mitzvah instruction; Carmel for
Latin, Bunny for physics; Gagen and Evans for mathematics. Gagen left under somewhat
of a cloud –something to do with his credentials I think – but he was the only person who
ever taught mathematics in a way that I could understand! Phillip Coombe for biology.
Mrs. Whitfield for French – and the help she gave in “signing” the accents during
dictation as well as her incredible accuracy with a blackboard duster thrown across the
room at a sleepy child. Raphael Lowe with his infamous temper and incredible
enthusiasm. Mendel Bloch who understood that education was much more than teaching.
Malcolm(?) Shifrin in whose rooms I first heard Vivaldi’s Four Seasons and the Bruch
and Mendelsohn violin concerti and who introduced me to the world of classical music
that is so dear to me today. Fay Compton and her elocution lessons – really tough for a
boy with a Manchester accent.
 There were others, memorable for darker reasons. There were some who bullied,
frightened and abused their authority. Yet, in retrospect, they represented the real world
in which I had to grow up. I’ve been a professor now for almost 35 years and I have met
all types in my years as an educator. The range is bounded by the group of teachers I
experienced at Carmel. So many times I’ve been able to say: “I knew a teacher like that
and….”
 The extraordinary kindnesses of others. I was a fatherless boy whose mother lived a long
way away and could not make it down for visiting days and for whom going home for
half-term holidays was a major trek. Several boys’ parents were kind enough to take me
out for lunch and welcome me into their homes. I believe that these acts of kindness











influenced the way that I relate to the many foreign students that I’ve had the privilege of
teaching and welcoming into my home.
I remember the spirituality of Carmel. I long-ago ceased to be an observant Jew but, to
this day, I treasure the memory of the Havdalah ceremony as we stood in the main hall at
Mongewell and watched the light disappear behind the high-set window, the smell of the
burning, tapered candle, the voices raised in unison. Never a choir – that would have been
too orchestrated. More the spontaneous, unified commitment of many to one act of
observance. The lazy Shabbat afternoons sitting in the Ha-Ha or tucked away in the
library just reading or dreaming. I think that this experience taught me the value of
“being” in a life where it has been so easy to focus on “doing.”
The joy of discussion and debate. I loved the cut and thrust of debating, of learning how
to defend a position even if you didn’t believe in it and of finding the holes in others’
arguments. Both the appreciation of this and some of the modest skills I developed at
Carmel gave me a foundation for later years as an academician, an educator and
consultant to businesses and governments for which it is critical to be able to understand
others’ perspectives and points of view and to frame cogent arguments.
The pointlessness of looking for perfect leaders. For the last ten years I have been
researching and writing about leadership and have given much thought to what I saw at
Carmel. I was never a leader in anything, except occasional mischief. But I observed
leaders – headmasters, principals, captains of sports teams. I learned early on that leaders
are seldom-perfect people. Kopul Rosen himself was a blend of the inspirational, the
charismatic, the intimidating, the kind and occasionally the dismissive and even cruel
leader. I know that it made me make some kind of internal commitment that I would try
to capture the inspirational but never, ever subject anyone to the terror of the two-hour
wait outside his study and the verbal punishments he could mete out to those who failed
to meet his expectations.
The importance of roots and branches. Kopul always emphasized the importance of
knowing from whence one came and the requirement to reach out to understand and work
with others who may not share ones’ values, beliefs or preferences. I recognize the tenets
of my original faith and the ethics of my forefathers and am thankful for the mind
training that I received during my years at Carmel. But I’m pleased that I pursued full
integration into a diverse world of faiths, beliefs, principles and values. My world is not
circumscribed by my religion but is informed and influenced by it.
The enduring value of friendships. I had many friends at Carmel but I also learned that in
life there are grades of friendship. When I introduced my wife to Neil Alton and Robert
Eisdorfer she felt that she was meeting my brothers. I don’t think that we’re very much
alike but she sensed that a bond existed that represents true, deep, friendship unbounded
by time and place. We meet occasionally these days but they are seldom far from my
thoughts.



The understanding that you don’t have to be very good at something to enjoy it. I
discovered this in the Glee Club. I couldn’t make the choir. One of life’s bad jokes is
that someone like me can love music as much as I do yet can’t carry a tune. But this
summer I will go to a couple of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas inspired by Carmel
experiences. “When the foeman bares his steel, tarantara, tarantara” sung by a variety of
off-key voices (we were, after all the Glee Club) still rings in my head.
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